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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The objective of a Source Water Protection (SWP) Plan is to establish measures to
protect both the quality and quantity of sources of drinking water within a given region.
The SWP Plan is considered the first step in a multi-barrier approach to ensuring safe
drinking water. Subsequent barriers are expected to occur with safeguard
implementation during treatment, distribution, monitoring and responses to emergencies.
An outline of the steps required to establish a Source Water Protection Plan envisioned
for Ontario is included in Figure 1.
The development of a SWP Plan will be based on a technical assessment (Assessment
Report) of the many different sources of drinking water and the potential threats to those
drinking water sources. The Plan will be developed through two main phases that are
summarized briefly below.
Assessment Phase
o Evaluation of vulnerability of drinking water sources (quality and quantity) through
a technical review of the hydrological, geological and hydrogeological setting of a
given area termed Watershed Characterization in Figure 1;
o Evaluation of potential risks, both current and future, to these sources from a
quality and quantity perspective termed Issues/Threats Identification; and
o For each threat identified, the risk of contamination or depletion will be assessed
to determine risk category (significant, moderate, low or negligible) termed Risk
Assessment/Categorization.
Implementation Phase
o Identify measures to reduce the risks; and
o Each measure will specify responsibilities, timing and method for completion and
monitoring, and evaluation activities.
The public will be consulted throughout the development of the SWP planning process.
The SWP Plan development process was initiated in January 2005 in the absence of
legislation, and has evolved to where Director’s Rules (OMOE, 2009) have been
prepared to guide the preparation of Assessment Reports. In general, Conservation
Authorities are responsible for watershed-based descriptions and water budgets while
Municipal partners will remain responsible for water supply issues such as the
delineation of wellhead protection zone areas and issues surrounding surface water
intakes.
The Province of Ontario intends to create SWP Plans for all watersheds within the
Province (MOE, 2004a; b) and has created groupings of Conservation Authorities (CA)
to work together to create SWP Plans with their Municipal partners. Credit Valley
Conservation (CVC), the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) and the
Central Lake Ontario Conservation Authority (CLOCA) have been grouped together in
what is herein termed the CTC SWP Region.
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1.1 Objectives of this Document
The Province initially developed guidance modules (OMOE, 2006) to outline
requirements for completion of technical studies that are deemed necessary in the
preparation of the Assessment Reports. The guidance modules were then incorporated
into Director’s Rules with the latest version issued in 2009 (OMOE, 2009). An
Assessment Report and subsequent Source Protection Plan will be prepared for each
Source Protection Area (SPA) which for the CTC corresponds to each of the three
conservation authorities. For the CTC SWP Region, there will be three Assessment
Reports and Source Protection Plans, one for each SPA (CVSPA, TRSPA and
CLOSPA).
The various components of the Assessment Report are summarized on Figure 2. This
document focuses on a part of the Groundwater Quality Vulnerability Analysis. In the
groundwater quality vulnerability analysis, vulnerable areas are delineated including:




Wellhead protection areas (WHPAs);
Significant groundwater recharge areas (SGRAs); and
Highly vulnerable aquifers (HVAs).

The relative vulnerability of groundwater to contamination (sometimes termed intrinsic
vulnerability) is then determined within each of these areas. Vulnerability is equated to
travel times of contaminants from surface where if contaminants are estimated to be
able to reach an aquifer or well in a shorter time period, then that aquifer or well is
deemed to be more vulnerable. This document focuses on the delineation of HVAs
following the Director’s Rules. WHPA and SGRA analyses are documented elsewhere.
The listing of tasks and Director’s Rules relative to the HVA analysis include:
a) Assessment and delineation of groundwater vulnerability (Part IV.1, Rules 37 and
38);
b) Delineating Highly Vulnerable Aquifers (Part V.1, Rule 43);
c) Assign vulnerability scores. Highly vulnerable aquifers outside of a WHPA area
are given a score of 6 (Part VII.1, Rule 79);
d) Determining impact of anthropogenic transport pathways (Part IV.1, Rules 39
and 40);
e) Determining level of uncertainty as High or Low (Part I.4, Rules 13-15);
f) Threats and Issues within HVA only (High Vulnerability area with score of 6)(Part
X and XI);
g) Risk Score = Hazard Rating (range from a low of 1 to a high of 10) x Vulnerability
(Part X and XI). A Risk Score greater than 80 is a significant threat, 60 to 79 is a
moderate threat and 40 to 59 is a low threat. An HVA can never contain a
significant threat according to the proposed Risk scoring system contained within
the Director’s Rules. The regional analysis of aquifer vulnerability contains a
maximum Vulnerability Score of 6, delineating an area of High aquifer
vulnerability. The maximum hazard rating for any contaminant is a 10 leading to
a maximum Risk Score within a highly vulnerable aquifer area of 60. This
translates to the maximum Risk rating of moderate for any threats within Highly
Vulnerable Aquifer areas.
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Tasks f) and g) above are not included as part of this document and will be described in
the Assessment Report prepared for each Source Protection Area.
A brief description of the physical system to be analyzed is provided in Chapter 2
followed by the vulnerability analysis in Chapter 3.

Figure 1: A generalized overview of the major steps towards the establishment of a
Source Water Protection Plan. Figure from MOE 2004b.

May 7, 2010
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Figure 2: Assessment Report modules which have now been turned into Director’s
Rules. Figure from Ontario Ministry of the Environment (2006).
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2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1 Physical Setting
The CTC SWP Region (herein also referred to as the Study Area) is located along the
north shore of Lake Ontario and all rivers and creeks present within the Study Area
ultimately discharge to Lake Ontario. Two major landforms occur within the Study Area,
namely, the Niagara Escarpment (and associated moraines) and the Oak Ridges
Moraine which form topographic highs along the western and northern boundaries
(Figure 3). Ground surface topography ranges from 75 metres above sea level (masl)
at Lake Ontario to over 500 masl on the Orangeville Moraine in the northern part of the
CVSPA.
The climate within the Study Area can be characterized as temperate with Lake Ontario
providing a moderating influence. Total average annual precipitation generally ranges
from 750 to 900 mm/year, with snowfall accounting for approximately 15 to 20% of the
total precipitation. More than 50% of the total annual precipitation is returned to the
atmosphere via evapotranspiration (Brown et al., 1980; Phillips and McCulloch, 1972).
Major aquifer systems occur within limestone and dolostone bedrock (Amabel
Formation; or more recently known as the Gasport Formation as per Brunton, 2009)
associated with the Niagara Escarpment, and within the thick package of Quaternaryage sediments situated throughout the Study Area. Quaternary-age sediments present
within the Study Area represent deposition (and erosion) during glacial and interglacial
periods over the last approximately 125,000 years, and the thickness of these sediments
range from 0 to 250 m (Figure 4). The most prominent aquifer within the Quaternary
sediments is associated with the Oak Ridges Moraine. Other aquifer systems within
Quaternary sediments are associated with bedrock valleys which often contain
considerable thicknesses of sand and gravel. The bedrock valley system present within
the Study Area is interpreted to represent an ancient river system that joined Georgian
Bay to Lake Ontario trending through Toronto, with tributary river systems emanating
from the Niagara Escarpment and from the Canadian Shield to the north and northeast
of the Study Area (Figure 5). Groundwater flow directions throughout the Study Area
are, like the surface water flow system, generally towards Lake Ontario with local
deflections towards streams. Significant groundwater recharge occurs over the higher
elevation areas above the Niagara Escarpment and the Oak Ridges Moraine.
Significant groundwater discharge occurs where steep slopes are situated, generally
associated with the east flank of the Niagara Escarpment and the south flank of the Oak
Ridges Moraine. Significant groundwater discharge also locally occurs along the break
in slope associated with the Lake Iroquois shoreline (Figure 3) which represents the
estimated maximum shoreline of a glacial lake that existed in the Lake Ontario basin
approximately 12,000 years ago. Groundwater discharge directly to Lake Ontario is
estimated to be negligible.
Further details regarding the physical system can be found in the latest Watershed
Characterization, Water Budget and Wellhead protection related documents, which for
each SPA are summarized as follows:


CVSPA – CVC, 2007; AquaResource Inc., 2008b; AquaResource Inc., 2007;
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TRSPA – TRCA, 2007; Gartner Lee Limited, 2007; Earthfx and Azimuth, 2007;
Earthfx Inc., 2007; 2008a; and
CLOSPA – CLOCA, 2007; Earthfx Inc., 2008b.

Figure 3: CTC Region and ground surface topography (MNR 30m DEM). Moraines
above Niagara Escarpment from Cowan, 1976.
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Figure 4: Interpreted Quaternary sediment thickness (YPDT-CAMC, v2, July 2006).

Figure 5: Interpreted bedrock topography (YPDT-CAMC, v2, July 2006).
May 7, 2010
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2.2 Hydrostratigraphic Interpretation
The purpose of this document is to delineate highly vulnerable aquifers. This section will
briefly describe the interpretation of the aquifer systems that occur within the Study Area.
Three-dimensional hydrostratigraphic interpretation, or interpretation of aquifers and
aquitards, within the study area has been on-going and refined over a number of years.
In general, this work has proceeded on two different fronts. Within the CVC, the
interpretation has been conducted and refined during numerical groundwater flow model
updating of the watershed FEFLOW model. This FEFLOW model has been utilized in
the Source Water Protection program to conduct water budget analyses (AquaResource
Inc., 2008b) and vulnerability analyses within WHPAs (AquaResource Inc., 2007).
Within the TRCA and CLOCA jurisdictions, a regional interpretation was prepared and
built into a regional numerical groundwater flow model (MODFLOW) for the YPDTCAMC Oak Ridges Moraine hydrogeology program (Earthfx Inc., 2006). This
interpretation was subsequently refined and utilized for water budget analyses (Earthfx
Inc., 2008b) and vulnerability analyses within WHPAs (Earthfx and Azimuth, 2007). The
interpretations used for the preparation of the SWP water budget documents
(AquaResource Inc., 2008b; Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, 2009; Earthfx
Inc., 2008b) will be utilized for this aquifer vulnerability analysis.
Initial comparison of the two interpretations has been conducted during WHPA analyses
within Peel Region (AquaResource Inc., 2007; Earthfx Inc., 2007). It was determined
that the regional conceptual models were generally consistent with minor differences.
These differences largely relate to interpreted bedrock valley systems and associated
sedimentary infill, with the interpretations of these structures being based on sparse
information. Further refinement and synchronization of the two three-dimensional
hydrostratigraphic interpretations should be conducted, perhaps as a future task as part
of the YPDT-CAMC Oak Ridges Moraine hydrogeology program.
A summary of the interpreted hydrostratigraphic unit names is included in Figure 6.
Within the study area, the flow systems are different above and below the Niagara
Escarpment. Below, or east, of the escarpment there are generally three aquifers
situated within Quaternary-aged, unlithified sediments. These aquifers include, from
shallowest/youngest to deepest/oldest, the Oak Ridges aquifer complex, the Thorncliffe
aquifer complex and the Scarborough aquifer complex. Along the escarpment face the
older aquifer units are mainly found within bedrock valleys (e.g. Georgetown). Above, or
west, of the escarpment the aquifers occur within limestone/dolomite of the Amabel
Formation (e.g. Erin and Hillsburgh; Acton), or unconsolidated granular deposits
associated with moraines (shallower; e.g. Orangeville; Layers1 and 3 of Figure 6) or
infilling bedrock valley systems (deeper; e.g. Acton; L5 of Figure 6). Cross section
locations illustrating the interpreted hydrostratigraphy are shown, along with surficial
geology, on Figure 7. The hydrostratigraphic cross sections are included on Figure 8
and Figure 9.
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CVSPA
CVC FEFLOW
FEFLOW
Model Layer
1 Surficial sediments &
Stratified Drift

TRSPA & CLOSPA
West Model (TRCA); East Model (CLOCA)
MODFLOW
model layer
1

Recent Deposits - Weathered Till

2

Halton Till complex

2

Upper Till Aquitard

Halton, Wentworth & Newmarket Tills
(includes Port Stanley outside Buried
Valleys)

3

Upper Aquifer

Ice-Contact Drift, MIS and ORM
equivalent

3

Oak Ridges Moraine/Mackinaw Interstadial (MIS)
aquifer complex
Unconformity

4

Intermediate Till Aquitard

Port Stanley, Tavistock & Northern
(Catfish Creek) Tills

4

Lower Newmarket till

5

Lower Sediments

Thorncliffe equivalent

5

Thorncliffe aquifer complex

Sunnybrook equivalent

6

Sunnybrook Drift

Scarborough sands equivalent

7

Scarborough aquifer complex

8

Weathered Bedrock
Unweathered Bedrock - bottom of model

6
7

Weathered Bedrock
Guelph/Amabel Aquifer

contact zone - upper 3-5m of weathered
bedrock outside valleys
Guelph/Amabel Formations

8

Cabot Head Aquitard

Cabot Head Formation

9

Manitoulin/Whirlpool Aquifer Manitoulin/Whirlpool Formations

10
11
12
13

Queenston1 Aquitard
Queenston2 Aquitard
Georgian Bay Aquitard
bottom of model

Queenston Formation

Queenston Formation

Georgian Bay Formation

from AquaResource Inc., 2008

Georgian Bay Formation

from TRCA, 2009 and Earthfx Inc., 2008

Figure 6: Summary of hydrostratigraphic interpretation nomenclature. Aquifer units are
shaded.
East
Cross Section
West
Cross Section

Figure 7: Surficial geology (OGS, 2003) and cross section locations.
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North

Hydraulic Setting #1 – ~ East Half

South

OAK RIDGES MORAINE
DRAINAGE DIVIDE

masl
350
300

Uxbridge

shallow aquifer(s)
aquifer(s)

Claremont

250
200

deep aquifer(s)
aquifer(s)

4

?

Whitevale

1& 2

West Duffins
Creek

5
7

150

6b

5

Bedrock8 (shale)
&9

100
50

Ganatsekiagon
Creek

3

0

5

10

Aquifer

15

km

6a
7

20

25

30

35

Aquitard

Figure 8: East cross section (Figure modified from Gerber and Howard, 2002). Numbers
refer to TRSPA and CLOSPA hydrostratigraphic units shown on Figure 6.

Figure 9: West cross section.
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2.3 Aquifers and Municipal Supplies
All of the aquifer systems described above are utilized for municipal supplies from
groundwater within the Study Area. A table summarizing details for municipal supply
wells is included in Appendix A.
Many wells obtain a water supply from the relatively shallow Oak Ridges Aquifer
complex, and coeval meltwater deposits above the escarpment (Figure 6). This would
include wells at Stouffville, Palgrave, Caledon East, Alton, Inglewood #2 and Orangeville
#5 shown on Figure 10. Other wells at Caledon Village, Inglewood, Cheltenham, Acton
(Prospect Park well) and Georgetown are situated in deeper channel deposits and or
sedimentary infill of bedrock valleys.
Many wells obtain a water supply from a rock aquifer overlain by variable thicknesses of
sediments at Acton, Erin, Hillsburgh and Orangeville (Figure 11). East of the
escarpment, wells at Caledon East (#4), Kleinburg, Nobleton, King City and Stouffville
(#1 and 2) obtain water from deep aquifers associated with the Thorncliffe and
Scarborough aquifer complexes.
Given that all aquifers are utilized for water supply purposes (municipal and private), all
aquifers need to be addressed in this aquifer vulnerability analysis.

Figure 10: Interpreted thickness of shallow aquifers showing locations of municipal wells
in the ORMAC, meltwater channel and sediments in bedrock valleys.
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Figure 11: Interpreted thickness of lower sediments showing locations of municipal wells
in deep sedimentary aquifers (TAC, SAC) and wells in bedrock.
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3.0 AQUIFER VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
The Groundwater Vulnerability Analysis undertaken in this document basically involves
determining relative vulnerability (High, Medium or Low) of aquifers on a regional basis
or over the entire SPA. The other two vulnerable zones from a groundwater perspective,
WHPAs and SGRAs, are delineated and described in detail elsewhere. Within the
WHPA zones, the WHPA groundwater vulnerability assessments take precedence over
this more regional HVA analysis. Mapping of threats within highly vulnerable aquifer
areas and determining risk scores is also beyond the scope of this document. Water
quantity vulnerability is also dealt with elsewhere.
This analysis can be considered as the susceptibility of aquifers to surface or near
surface sources of contamination. The underlying assumption in this analysis is that the
vulnerability of the aquifer decreases as the time of travel to the aquifer increases.
Relative vulnerability scores are used as input to the Water Quality Risk Assessment.
As outlined in the Guidance Module and Director’s Rules regarding groundwater
vulnerability analyses (OMOE, 2006; OMOE, 2009), there are a number of available
approaches to estimate groundwater vulnerability. The latest Director’s Rules (OMOE,
2009) list the following methods to assess groundwater vulnerability:
1. Intrinsic Susceptibility Index (ISI) – a score or index value is given to each well
(e.g. MOE Water Well Information System (WWIS)). The index considers the
soil, sediment or rock type and thickness above an aquifer and the static water
level in the well. The index or score at each well is then interpolated between
wells to produce a vulnerability map;
2. Aquifer Vulnerability Index (AVI) – score or index value based on mapping
products (e.g. depth to aquifer, soil type and thickness, etc) that reflects relative
amount of protection provided by physical features that overlie the aquifer;
3. Surface to aquifer advection time (SAAT); and
4. Surface to well advection time (SWAT).
Methods 3 and 4 above generally utilize three-dimensional groundwater flow models.
One of the main differences between the AVI and ISI methods involves the identification
of the uppermost aquifer. The AVI method assumes that surficial sand and gravel
materials of sufficient thickness are defined as an aquifer. The ISI method requires that
the uppermost aquifer be at least partially saturated, with saturation defined by the
presence of aquifer material below the regional water table. Unsaturated granular
materials lying above the regional shallow water table are then assumed to provide
some degree of protection (OMOE, 2006).
The above methods can be used to both identify vulnerable areas and also determine
relative vulnerability within the vulnerable areas. The results reflect the intrinsic
vulnerability of the vulnerable areas and are independent of contaminant characteristics.
The maps produced provide relative indications of vulnerability to be used to focus
groundwater protection strategies to areas of greatest risk. This information should not
be used to assess actual susceptibility for groundwater contamination on a specific
property. The Source Water Protection program expects that a continuous improvement
process will occur in areas with greatest risk and vulnerability.
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The HVA mapping for the CTC SWP Region has been prepared utilizing method 2 (AVI).
This chapter will start with a general description of relative aquifer vulnerability within the
Study Area, briefly discuss results from previous ISI mapping, and then more fully
describe the AVI method and maps that were generated for the CTC SWP Region. This
chapter will also include discussions regarding anthropogenic pathways that can affect
aquifer vulnerability and uncertainty regarding input data and methodology as it relates
to this HVA analysis.

3.1 Vulnerable Area Delineation
The results of this aquifer vulnerability mapping/scoring are to be carried forward to the
water quality risk analysis where the vulnerability scoring presented here is multiplied by
hazard scoring for various contaminants to give a risk score. As mentioned previously,
this vulnerability analysis extends throughout the SPA including over areas that are
mapped within WHPAs. WHPA vulnerability analyses and scoring take precedence over
the regional treatment discussed in this document.
3.1.1 General Study Area Relative Aquifer Vulnerability
A brief description of the aquifer units present in the study areas was provided In Section
2.2. The different hydraulic settings where municipal supplies from groundwater are
obtained were introduced in Section 2.3. This section utilizes this information and
provides a relative ranking of aquifer vulnerability within the CTC SWP Region.
Within the Study Area, the hydraulic settings and their relative vulnerability listed from
highest to lowest would include the following type areas:
1. Coarser-grained and/or permeable materials (sand and gravel) that occur at or near
the ground surface with little to no overlying aquitard (clay, silt, till) material.
Hydrogeologic environments or units include:
a. Ice-contact stratified drift and meltwater channel/glaciofluvial outwash
deposits west of Escarpment, glacial Lake Iroquois sediments east of
Escarpment (Layer 1 of Figure 6);
b. Oak Ridges aquifer complex or equivalent east and west of the Niagara
Escarpment (Layer 3 of Figure 6);
c. Bedrock valley sedimentary infill aquifers; and
d. Rock aquifers along and west of the Escarpment.
2. Type 1 settings with overlying aquitard material. Vulnerability here would depend on
the nature of overlying materials relative to the aquifer and direction of vertical
hydraulic gradients (i.e. upward gradients would lessen vulnerability);
3. Deep aquifers overlain by aquitard material. This would include:
a. Thorncliffe aquifer complex deposits (east of Escarpment) and Lower
Sediment deposits (west of Escarpment). The vulnerability of this aquifer will
be increased if the overlying protective units (e.g. Halton Till and Newmarket
till) have been eroded such as occurs along tunnel channels. Again this will
depend on the nature of overlying infill sediments and vertical hydraulic
gradients;
b. Deeper Scarborough aquifer complex (east of Escarpment). The vulnerability
of this aquifer will increase if overlying aquitards (e.g. Halton Till, Newmarket
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till, Sunnybrook drift) have been eroded, again depending on nature of
overlying infill sediments and vertical hydraulic gradients; and
4. Rock aquifers confined or protected by overlying rock aquitards. This precludes
wells which are cased to bedrock and left as open holes over the intake zone
which may span numerous rock units.
In general, Type 1 settings would be classified as relatively high vulnerability, Type 2
would be classified as relatively medium vulnerability, and Type 3 and 4 would be
classified as relatively low vulnerability. For type 2, 3 and 4 settings, vulnerability can
increase depending on nature of overlying aquitards. Also for these settings,
vulnerability can decrease if upward vertical hydraulic gradients are present although it
must be noted that some contaminants such as non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL) can
migrate according to gravity regardless of the predominant direction of groundwater flow.
Type 1 Setting (High Vulnerability)
Type 1 settings include coarse grained sediments that occur at or near the surface. This
includes the Oak Ridges Moraine aquifer complex (or equivalent sediments) including
hummocky Halton Till deposits which enhance recharge. Where the Halton Till confines
the ORAC, vertical hydraulic gradients tend to be upwards so the aquifer is not as
vulnerable in these areas. Also included in this setting are shallow coarser sediments
(e.g. stratified drift) that occur above the escarpment along moraines, outwash channels
and infilling bedrock valleys (Figure 12).
Municipal wells that are interpreted to occur within this setting are listed on Table 1.
Type 2 Setting (Medium Vulnerability)
This setting is similar to Type 1 except that the aquifers are overlain by aquitard material
regardless of the integrity of the aquitard. Aquitard integrity and upward vertical
hydraulic gradients can increase or lessen the vulnerability, respectively. Municipal
wells that are interpreted to occur within this setting are listed on Table 1.
Type 3 and 4 Setting (Low Vulnerability)
This setting includes deep sedimentary aquifers (Type 3 - Thorncliffe aquifer complex
and Scarborough aquifer complex) overlain by aquitard material and rock aquifers
overlain by rock aquitards (Type 4). No municipal wells currently occur within the Type 4
setting within the Study Area. Municipal wells that are interpreted to occur within the
Type 3 setting are listed on Table 1.
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Figure 12: Type 1 highly vulnerable aquifer areas generally encompassed within
ORMCP outline and surficial geology sand and gravel areas (OGS, 2003).
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Table 1: Municipal supply wells and estimated hydraulic-vulnerability setting.
MOE#

4900042
1700841
1701256
4900911

1701453
1700125
1704936
2804557
6700624
4909908
4907753
4900038
4904257

2801683
2801684
2801684
4907976
2800870
2800869
6707287
6708662
104319
6703149
6700742
4904690
4905465
2807758
4907757
4904317
4905013
4906859
2803109
2805126
6913511
6908212
6908211
1911495
4907507
4905970

4908036

6918258
6915645
6907094
6921378
6902458
6908538
1704217
6924458
6924459

Well
Alton #3
Alton #4
Caledon East #3
Orangeville 2A
Orangeville 4
Orangeville 5-5A
Orangeville 6
Orangeville 7 - Passmore
Orangeville 8A
Orangeville 8B
Orangeville 8C
Orangeville 9A-9B
Orangeville 11
Orangeville 12 (Transmetro)
Prospect Park Well - Acton
4th Line Well A - Acton
Caledon #3
Caledon #4
Caledon East #1
Caledon East #2
Cardinal Woods 4 - Mono
Cardinal Woods 1 - Mono
Cardinal Woods 3 - Mono
Cedarvale Well 1A
Cedarvale Well 3
Cedarvale Well 4
Cedarvale Well 4A
Cheltenham #1
Cheltenham #2
Davidson Well 1 - Acton
Davidson Well 2 - Acton
Erin Well 5
Erin Well 7
Erin Well 8
Hillsburgh Well2 (Hillsburgh Hts)
Hillsburgh Well3
Inglewood #1
Inglewood #2
Lindsay Court Well
Orangeville 10
Palgrave #1
Palgrave #2
Palgrave #3
Palgrave #4
Princess Ann Well 5
Princess Ann Well 6
Stouffville #3
Stouffville #5
Stouffville #6
Uxville #1
Caledon East #4
Caledon East #5
Coles Well 1 - Mono
Coles Well 2 - Mono
Inglewood #3
Island Lake PW06-2
Island Lake Well 1 - Mono
King City #3
King City #4
Kleinburg #2
Kleinburg #3
Nobleton #2
Nobleton #3
Orangeville 13 (Pullen)
Stouffville #1
Stouffville #2
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Setting
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

elevated chloride max-cl other
no
yes
contaminants

yes*
190

yes*
155

no
180

yes
40
nda
no
TCE

yes*
62

no
55
no
x
10
yes

60
yes
nda
yes
x
15

yes*
150

no
35
yes*
nda

yes*
110
yes*
x
20

yes*
70
yes*
x
15
no
nda

yes*
90
yes*
nda
yes*
nda
no
nda

yes*
130

yes*
120
yes*
nda

yes*
150
no
nda

no
50

yes*
50

yes*
38
no
TCE
nda
no
x
4
no
x
4
no
x
35
no
x
2
yes
nda

yes
60

no
90

yes*
155
yes*
nda
no
nda
no
nda
no
nda
no

110

no
105

yes
140

yes
50
yes
x
20
no
nda
no
x
5
no
nda
no
nda
no
nda
no
x
25
no
nda
no
nda
no
x
5
no
x
2
no
x
18
no
x
22
no
x
5
no
x
22
no
nda
no
x
2
no
x
5
yes* - GUDI well with adequate in-situ filtration
nda= no data available
GUDI?

note

inactive
inactive

inactive

inactive
inactive

inactive

inactive

inactive

inactive
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3.1.2 Intrinsic Susceptibility Index (ISI - Wells)
The groundwater intrinsic susceptibility index (ISI) approach has previously been applied
over much of the Source Protection Area as this method was adopted as a general
standard in the guidance documents for the Provincial Groundwater Protection Studies
Program completed since 2001. Further, the ISI approach is expected to be a minimum
standard for most Source Protection Areas. Further discussion and details on limitations
of the methodology is provided in OMMAH (2004) and OMOE (2006).
The ISI method does not provide estimates of potential contaminant travel time but
produces a numerical score representing relative vulnerability for water wells based on
the soil type and thickness above the aquifer, and the static water level in the well. Note
that the scoring can also be applied to interpreted hydrostratigraphic layers. The values
at each well are then interpolated between locations over the aquifer area. A high score
represents low vulnerability, and a low score represents high vulnerability.
The ISI is calculated as the sum of the product of the thickness of each geologic unit
overlying an aquifer with a corresponding K-Factor. The K-Factor is a dimensionless
number related to vertical hydraulic conductivity where a low number represents
materials with a higher hydraulic conductivity and a higher K-Factor represents soil units
with a relatively lower hydraulic conductivity. The Geological Survey of Canada has
developed a classification scheme that reduces the three soil material descriptions
contained within the MOE water well record database into a single classification (Russell
et al., 1998). The single GSC soil classifications and their associated K-Factors are
included in Appendix B.
The ISI method also incorporates information on water levels in aquifers, specifically the
location of the water table. In determining the first aquifer at depth, the ISI method
requires that the sand or gravel unit is saturated, or partially saturated in the case of an
unconfined aquifer. Another similar indexing method, known as the Aquifer Vulnerability
Index (AVI), doesn’t incorporate water level information and assumes sand and gravel of
sufficient thickness constitutes an aquifer. ISI requires that the uppermost aquifer be at
least partially saturated. AVI only includes an analysis of geologic stratum above the
aquifer. In the ISI method, if the water table is located less than 4m above the top of the
aquifer then the aquifer is considered to be unconfined. For unconfined aquifers, the ISI
index value is calculated from ground surface to the water table. For confined aquifers,
the ISI value is calculated from ground surface to the top of the aquifer. In general, sand
and gravel thicknesses greater than 2m are considered to be aquifers.
It should be noted that the methodology specifics described above can be modified to
reflect study area characteristics. In this method Index values <30 = HIGH (vulnerability
score =6); 30-80 = MEDIUM (vulnerability score = 4); and >80 = LOW (vulnerability
score = 2). Estimates of aquifer vulnerability utilizing the ISI method have been
completed for the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan (ORMCP) area (OMMAH,
2004). The estimates have been expanded outside the ORMCP over much of the CTC
study area in Figure 13. This approach generally leads to patchiness and has
inconsistent output or output that is often difficult to explain when comparing to
observations such as surficial geology mapping. A reason for this is because the input
contained in the MOE water well record database is inconsistent. For example, the
objective of a well driller is to install a well that will yield an adequate water supply.
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Once complete, the driller must submit a water well record to the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment including well information along with a summary of the geologic units
encountered. The main purpose of the well record is not to describe geologic units, or
the driller may not be experienced in describing geologic units encountered, yet geologic
information is what is used in the ISI method to estimate aquifer or well vulnerability on a
borehole basis. Another potential problem is conflicting geologic information recorded
on nearby water well records. This may or may not actually be the case.
A local example of aquifer vulnerability mapping utilizing the ISI method within the study
area (Richmond Hill) is illustrated on Figure 14 and Figure 15. These two figures
compare the surficial geology and estimated aquifer vulnerability for an areas outlined by
the red ovals. From Figure 14, it can be seen that the northwest half of the area is
covered by till deposits while the southeast half of the area is covered by sand moraine
deposits. Figure 15 shows estimated aquifer vulnerability. One would expect a similar
pattern of vulnerability to that of the surficial geology mapping in that the northwest half
would be relatively lower vulnerability while the southeast half would consist of relatively
higher vulnerability. The estimated vulnerability exhibits a different pattern than would
be expected based on other evidence. While some of these differences may relate to
the scale (and hence accuracy) of the surficial geology mapping, this difference is often
related to variable geologic information included within the water well record database.

Figure 13: ISI estimates. Yellow = High Aquifer Vulnerability; Purple = Low & Medium
vulnerability.
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Figure 14: Surficial geology mapping (Sharpe et al., 1997). Compare area within red
oval to similar area in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan (Province of Ontario, 2002) Aquifer
Vulnerability Mapping. Dark green = High Aquifer Vulnerability, light green = Low.
May 7, 2010
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3.1.3 Aquifer Vulnerability Index (AVI - Hydrostratigraphic Layers)
Another vulnerability analysis method conducted for the CTC SWP area is to apply the
Aquifer Vulnerability Index (AVI) method to three-dimensional interpreted hydrogeologic
layers, instead of applying it to information from individual boreholes and then
interpolating between boreholes. Three-dimensional hydrostratigraphic interpretations
have been utilized in numerical groundwater flow models (CVC – FEFLOW; TRCA and
CLOCA – MODFLOW) that were used for both Tier 1 and Tier 2 water budget analyses
(AquaResource Inc., 2008b; TRCA, 2009; Earthfx Inc., 2008b). The information from the
numerical modeling that will be utilized in this AVI analysis includes:
1. Three-dimensional hydrostratigraphic interpretation for each model layer
(aquifers and aquitards);
2. Hydraulic conductivity (K) distribution for each model layer; and
3. Observed and simulated water table and hydraulic head distribution for each
aquifer. Water level information was used to check that any coarser grained
material classified as an aquifer (>2m thick) was either saturated or partially
saturated.
The methodology utilized for the CTC SWP Region aquifer vulnerability mapping is
summarized in Table 2 and Table 3. Vulnerability Scores were produced for each
aquifer and then combined into one map for the CTC SWP Region. Within the study
area, aquifer units occur in numerical groundwater flow model layers L1, L3, L5 and L7
as outlined on Figure 6. For the CVSPA, aquifers occur within surficial stratified
sediments (L1), an Upper Aquifer largely made up of ice-contact drift (L3), Lower
Sediments (L5) and within the Amabel Formation (L7 – bedrock aquifer). For the
TRSPA and CLOSPA, aquifer units occur within surficial Lake Iroquois and Late Stage
Lacustrine sand and gravel deposits (L1), within the Oak Ridges Moraine/Mackinaw
Interstadial aquifer complex (L3), the Thorncliffe aquifer complex (TAC), and the
Scarborough aquifer complex (L7). For the TRSPA and CLOSPA jurisdictions, the
bedrock is largely shale with groundwater yield and quality concerns generally
precluding the use of groundwater within bedrock for a drinking water supply.
The relationship between hydraulic conductivity (K) and K-factors used for this study
(Table 3) deviates from that provided in the Provincial Guidance (Table B7). The
deviation is dictated by the range of estimated K values that occur within the study area.
The two tables are consistent for lower permeability deposits but deviate when dealing
with higher permeability deposits. The K values used in calibrated groundwater flow
models within the study area are summarized in Appendix C. Table 3 and Table B7 are
similar in that vertical hydraulic conductivity between 1x10-6 and 1x10-7 m/s are given a
K-factor of 4 and values < 1x10-7 m/s are given a K-factor of 5 or higher. Within the
study area the aquifer deposits are interpreted to have a hydraulic conductivity of 1x10-5
m/s or higher. In this analysis, these deposits are given a K-factor of 1. Hydraulic
conductivity values between 1x10-6 and 1x10-5 m/s (considered consistent with silt
deposits which are prevalent throughout the study area) were given a K-factor of 3.
Step 3b in Table 2 states that areas within the CVC jurisdiction in L1 and L2 mapped as
Halton Till were assigned a K-factor of 4, consistent with similar deposits in the TRCA
jurisdiction. The K values used in the version of the CVC FeFlow model (2009) utilized
in this study (and in other SWP water budget investigations) were considered high in
areas mapped as Halton Till. In subsequent on-going projects that are utilizing
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subsequent versions of the FeFlow model, K values for the Halton Till area are lower
than in the version used in this study and in referenced SWP water budget studies within
the CVC. A map of the extent of Halton Till deposits within the CVSPA is shown on
Figure 16.
Within the study area significant variability and reliability in the shallow water level
information necessary to define the water table exists. There can also be significant
range in seasonal variability of the water table. For example the water table in surficial
till deposits can range over 4 to 5 m annually (e.g. Site 1/94 near Cherrywood in the
Duffins Creek watershed). The water level information was utilized to check that any
unit classified as an aquifer (sand and gravel deposits greater than 2m thick) was
saturated or partially saturated. An unconfined aquifer that outcrops at surface is
classified as an area of high aquifer vulnerability in that the unsaturated sand and gravel
is not assumed to provide protection to the aquifer below the water table.
Example aquifer vulnerability calculations utilizing the AVI methodology described above
are illustrated on Figure 17. In this example the area in question is discretized
horizontally into cells 100x100m in size, similar to that of the CTC SWP Region. There
are two aquifers present within the example and the aquifer vulnerability is calculated for
each aquifer. For each aquifer the Aquifer Vulnerabilty Index (AVI) is shown below the
cross section for each cell. For ‘aquifer 1’ on the left hand side of the diagram, the
overlying till deposit is 5m thick, has a K-factor of 4 and an AVI value of 20. Vulnerability
index values less than 30 correspond to areas of High Aquifer Vulnerability and are
given a Vulnerability Score of 6. The areas of ‘aquifer 1’ with High Aquifer Vulnerability
are shown with a dotted pattern. Note that where the aquifer outcrops that the
unsaturated part of the aquifer is assumed to offer no protection to the part of the aquifer
below the water table. Also note that ‘aquifer 2’ only contains areas of medium
vulnerability (AVI score of 30 to 80) and high vulnerability (AVI score >80). The final
HVA map would be a composite for the two aquifers where the highest vulnerability
score for any aquifer (this would occur for the shallowest aquifer) is mapped.
The regional Aquifer Vulnerability Mapping being utilized by the CTC SWP Region for
areas outside the WHPAs utilizes the AVI methodology described above. Groundwater
vulnerability analyses within WHPAs have been estimated and are documented
elsewhere. The Vulnerability Scores within WHPAs take precedence over the regional
aquifer Vulnerability Scores presented in this document. The estimated areas of high
aquifer vulnerability (AVI <30; Vulnerability Score = 6) on a regional basis are shown on
Figure 18. Close inspection of the highly vulnerable aquifer mapping reveals many
small patches estimated to be highly vulnerable. Much of this patchiness is attributed to
surficial sand and gravel sediments in Layer 1 that according to the methodology are
classified as local aquifers. It is recommended to the SPC that the occurrence of smaller
isolated areas be considered when developing policies regarding the management of
highly vulnerable aquifers. For example, any polygon classified as highly vulnerable and
having an area less than 1 km2 may be removed from the mapping or joined with other
local isolated polygons. Further discussion of the mapping prepared is included in
Section 3.3.
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Table 2: CTC SWP AVI Methodology.
Step

Task

CVSPA

1 create isopachs (layer thickness) of groundwater flow model layers
2a utilize Kv layers provided from groundwater flow model
2b create Kv layers by multiplying Kh for each layer cell by an anisotropy value
L2 - Halton Till - multiply Kh x 0.3 to give Kv
L4 - Newmarket - multiply Kh x 0.2 to give Kv
L6 - Sunnybrook - multiply Kh x 0.2 to give Kv
3a assign K-factor to each cell in each layer according to Table 3
3b in areas mapped as Halton Till (OGS, 2003) assign K-factor = 4 to L1 and L2 cells
4 layer thickness x K-factor = "layer score";
5 sum "layer score" for layers above aquifer (aquifer layers - L3, L5, L7)
= Aquifer Vulnerability Index (AVI)
6 clip AVI to where aquifer is >2m thick (assumed present)
7 assign Vulnerability Score
AVI < 30 = High Vulnerability (Vulnerability Score = 6)
AVI = 30 to 80 = Medium Vulnerability (Vulnerability Score = 4)
AVI > 80 = Low Vulnerability (Vulnerabiliity Score = 2)
7a shallow sediments - add areas where L1 >2m thick and K-factor = 1 as HVA
-5
7b shallow sediments - add areas where L1 >2m thick and Kv>=1x10 m/s as HVA
remainder of area given Vulnerability Score = 2 (low)
8 combine L1, L3, L5, L7 vulnerability scores into one map (6=high; 4=med; 2=low)
note that Vulnerability Scores are for uppermost aquifer
9 final map - clip all surfaces to the SPA watershed boundary
10 Check - compare vulnerability mapping to surficial geology
11 Check - compare vulnerability mapping to SGRA mapping
12 Check - compare to vulnerability calculated for within WHPAs
note that WHPA vulnerability mapping takes precedence
13 Check - compare to vulnerability mapping utilizing simulated vertical flux estimates
14 Check - compare to vulnerability mapping utilizing particle tracing (gw flow models)
15 Possible - reduce Vulnerability Score where vertical hydraulic gradients are upward
16 Possible - increase vulnerability if details of anthropogenic pathways are known
and warrant an increase in vulnerability
Note: aquifers occur in groundwater flow models layers L1, L3, L5 and L7.
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Table 3: K-Factor Classification. Modified from Table B7.

K-factor Classification
Kv (m/s)
K-factor
min
max
-5

1 x 10
-6
1 x 10
-7
1 x 10
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-5

<1 x 10
-6
<1 x 10
-7
<1 x 10

1
3
4
5
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Figure 16: Extent of Halton Till within the CVC jurisdiction.
HVA (AVI)
27m

Kv(m/s) K-factor
WT

22m

-7

1x10

4

17m

1x10-5

1

5m

1x10-9

5

0m

-5

aquifer 1

15m

aquifer 2
1x10

1
y=800 m

AVI Score
aquifer 1
aquifer 2

20
77

20
77

20
77

0
62

0
62

40
92

40
92

40
92

Figure 17: Example AVI scoring. WT = water table.
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Figure 18: CTC SWP Region HVA areas utilizing the AVI methodology.

3.1.4 Numerical Groundwater Flow Models (SAAT, WAAT)
Three three-dimensional numerical groundwater flow models exist within the study area,
one covers the CVC (FEFLOW) watershed, the second covers the TRCA (West Model MODFLOW) and the third covers the CLOCA watersheds (East Model - MODFLOW).
These models have been utilized for other aspects of the Source Water Protection
program including WHPA delineation and vulnerability estimation (AquaResource, 2007;
2008a; Earthfx Inc., 2007; 2008a; 2009), and water budget analyses as mentioned
previously (AquaResource Inc., 2008b; TRCA, 2009; Earthfx Inc., 2008b). Some of the
components of these models (three-dimensional hydrostratigraphy and hydraulic
conductivity estimates) have been used to produce aquifer vulnerability estimates on a
regional basis utilizing the AVI method discussed previously (Section 3.1.3). Another
output available from the numerical groundwater flow models are estimates of vertical
darcy flux through each model layer. These simulated estimates could be used with
porosity estimates to estimate groundwater flow velocity (and ultimately travel times) and
direction through each cell within the study area. This analysis has to date not been
conducted.
Within WHPAs the numerical groundwater flow models have estimated municipal well
vulnerability utilizing a reverse particle tracking methodology to simulate distances of
travel of potential contaminants within certain time frames (5 and 25 years). These
analyses are known as Surface to Well Advective travel Time (SWAT) or Water table to
Well Advective travel Time (WWAT) as shown on Figure 19. A similar methodology
could also be employed (particle tracking) to estimate aquifer vulnerability on a regional
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basis. Such an analysis would simulate Surface to Aquifer Advective Time (SAAT)
and/or Water table to Aquifer Advective Time (WAAT). This methodology would also
provide an estimate of three-dimensional travel times through the system, compared to
the one-dimensional (vertical) estimate provided in the AVI methodology. Other
considerations when utilizing the existing numerical groundwater flow models for
estimating travel times include (but are not limited to):






Representative estimates of porosity (n);
Estimating properties to estimate travel times through the unsaturated zone
(Unsaturated Zone Advective travel Time – UZAT in Figure 19);
Accuracy and availability of observed water level data on a regional basis for
effective model calibration for contaminant transport analysis;
Utilizing bulk hydraulic conductivity values for aquitards when in fact fracture or
secondary permeability features may control contaminant transport; and
The current models use single layers for each hydrostratigraphic unit. These
units may need to be further subdivided at large hydraulic conductivity contrasts
in order to more accurately simulate flow lines.

This numerical model particle tracking methodology has not been utilized at this point in
time to delineate and assess aquifer vulnerability on a regional basis (SPA jurisdiction)
due to budget and time constraints. To date, considerable effort is still being expended
on delineating WHPA extents and vulnerability as these areas can contain significant
threats according to the SWP risk scoring procedure.
It is anticipated that more detailed analysis could be conducted if deemed necessary.
Such an analysis would more fully incorporate the interpreted hydrostratigraphic units,
observed and simulated estimates of water table and potentiometric surfaces, vertical
hydraulic gradients and horizontal flow within the flow system. The index methodologies
(ISI, AVI) represent simplified and assumed vertical flow components only and do not
incorporate horizontal flow that may impact aquifer vulnerability. An analysis utilizing
groundwater flow models would estimate contaminant travel times from the ground
surface to the aquifer (SAAT) or, more conservatively, from the water table to the aquifer
(WAAT). An estimated travel time of 0 to 5 years would represent High Vulnerability
(Vulnerability Score = 6), 5-25 years Medium Vulnerability (Vulnerability Score = 4), and
>25 years would represent Low Vulnerability (Vulnerability Score = 2).

JHL ½ WAAT

SAAT

WAAT

WWAT

SWAT

Saturated till

UZAT

Unsaturated till

Saturated aquifer

2 year TOT

(WHPA: A=100m; B=2yr
C=5yr and D = 25 yr)

Figure 19: SWAT-WWAT-WAAT-SAAT-UZAT analysis schematic.
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3.2 Constructed Preferential Pathways
Director’s Rules 39-41 (Part IV.1) state that the vulnerability of an aquifer (Vulnerability
Score) can be increased due to the presence of anthropogenic transport pathways.
Such pathways could include, but not necessarily be limited to:




Improperly abandoned or sealed water wells and boreholes;
Buried infrastructure such as sewer and water pipes; and
Pits and quarries.

Such anthropogenic pathways could allow contaminants to short-circuit the natural flow
system travel times. The locations of all documented boreholes and wells within the
study area are shown on Figure 20. Depending on many factors, including well
construction and/or abandonment procedures, any of these locations could theoretically
constitute an anthropogenic pathway. Determination of whether or not this is actually
the case would be an enormous undertaking and has not to date been conducted. The
Ontario Ministry of the Environment has recently been collecting water well records for
wells that have been properly abandoned. Reconciliation of abandonment records with
the original water well record has not been conducted to date.
Pits and quarries mapped by the Ontario Geological Survey (OGS, 2003) located within
the study area are shown on Figure 21. In order to determine whether these facilities
constitute an anthropogenic pathway, details such as excavation depth and stratigraphy
encountered would need to be known. Such detail is unavailable at this point in time for
all of the pits and quarries shown. Buried infrastructure such as sewer, water and utility
lines and associated trenching/tunneling could also form pathways that could increase
the vulnerability of aquifer units. Similar to pits and quarries, details regarding
construction procedures and stratigraphy encountered would need to be known to
assess whether these constitute pathways that could enhance aquifer vulnerability.
Again, these details are unknown at this point in time.
Given the lack of details to make a responsible assessment, increasing the estimated
aquifer vulnerability due to anthropogenic pathways has not been undertaken within the
study area for this regional aquifer vulnerability analysis. The CTC SWP Region is
currently analyzing the problem to develop methodology to effectively and consistently
(both within WHPAs and throughout the regional area) deal with relating anthropogenic
pathways to both well and aquifer estimated vulnerability. Once the methodology has
been developed then it will be applied to the current estimates of aquifer vulnerability
delineated in this document. The first drafts of the Assessment Reports for the CTC
SWP Region are being completed in the first half of 2010. It is anticipated that any
updates to the vulnerability mapping dictated by the anthropogenic pathway
methodology will be included in updated Assessment Reports prior to the preparation of
the Source Water Protection Plan.
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Figure 20: All well and borehole locations in the YPDT-CAMC database as of February
12, 2010. Information on the YPDT-CAMC program can be found at www.ypdt-camc.ca.

Figure 21: Locations of pits and quarries (from OGS, 2003).
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3.3 Aquifer Vulnerability Analysis Discussion
The areas of high aquifer vulnerability (Vulnerability Score = 6) for the CTC SWP Region
estimated using the AVI methodology (Table 2) were described earlier and are
presented on Figure 18. The vulnerability scoring for each of the three Source
Protection Areas are shown on Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 24. The areas
delineated as having high vulnerability contain aquifers that outcrop at the ground
surface or are at a depth that are deemed to have little to no natural protection. In this
analysis, lower permeability geologic materials such as clay, silt and till are assumed to
function as aquitards that offer some degree of protection to underlying aquifers (sand
and gravel). Specifically these areas consist of:





Surficial deposits of sand and gravel (L1) that are greater than 2m thick (stratified
drift in CVSPA; late stage lacustrine deposits in TRSPA and CLOSPA); or
Oak Ridges Moraine aquifer complex or equivalent (L3) deposits that occur at or
near the ground surface; or
Thorncliffe aquifer complex or Lower Sediment deposits (L5) that occur at or near
the ground surface; or
Bedrock aquifer (L7, CVSPA) or Scarborough aquifer complex (L7, TRSPA and
CLOSPA) deposits that occur at or near the ground surface.

Examples of these high aquifer vulnerability areas are depicted in a series of plan and
profile figures for each SPA.

Figure 22: CVSPA estimated aquifer vulnerability scores (AVI). HIgh has a Vulnerability
Score of 6, Medium = Vulnerability Score of 4 and Low = Vulnerability Score of 2.
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Figure 23: TRSPA estimated aquifer vulnerability scores (AVI).

Figure 24: CLOSPA estimated aquifer vulnerability scores (AVI).
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Plan and profile figures for the CVSPA are shown on Figure 25 and Figure 26. Note
that Figure 26 is the same as Figure 9 but is shown here again to aid the discussion
regarding the delineation of highly vulnerable aquifer areas. High vulnerability areas
occur to the west of Erin where the thick, uppermost layer of coarse-grained stratified
drift occurs. Moving east another area of high vulnerability occurs where the Amabel
Formation aquifer (L7) is at and/or near the ground surface. Another area of high aquifer
vulnerability occurs along the Credit River near and along the eastern boundary of the
CVC where the Halton Till is thin or absent, affording little protection to the underlying
sediments of the Upper Aquifer (L3).
Plan and profile depictions of the estimated high aquifer vulnerability areas for the
TRSPA are shown on Figure 27 and Figure 28. A large area of estimated high aquifer
vulnerability occurs in the centre of the plan and profile associated with the Maple Spur
portion of the Oak Ridges Moraine (ORM). In this area the Oak Ridges Moraine aquifer
complex (L3) occurs at or near the ground surface. Patches of high vulnerability to the
east and west of the Maple Spur occur where thin Halton Till overlies the ORM aquifer
complex. Areas of high vulnerability within the Thorncliffe aquifer complex (L5) and the
Scarborough aquifer complex (L7) are not shown on the section but occur south of the
Glacial Lake Iroquois shoreline where these aquifers are close to the ground surface.
Plan and profile depictions of the estimated high aquifer vulnerability areas for the
CLOSPA are shown on Figure 29 and Figure 30. The eastern portion of the CLOSPA
area along the cross section is estimated to be an area of high vulnerability. In this area
the Oak Ridges Moraine aquifer complex (L3) outcrops at the ground surface. Patches
of high aquifer vulnerability to the west of this area represent areas where thin Halton Till
overlies the Oak Ridges Moraine aquifer complex (L3). As within the TRSPA, areas of
high vulnerability within the Thorncliffe aquifer complex (L5) and the Scarborough aquifer
complex (L7) are not shown on the section but occur south of the Glacial Lake Iroquois
shoreline where these lower aquifers are close to the ground surface.
As mentioned previously, the CTC SWP Region aquifer vulnerability mapping shown on
Figure 18 is a composite map made from the vulnerability scoring for each of the
aquifers present within the study area (L1, L3, L5 and L7). The highest score from any
of the aquifers is the final score shown on the composite map. The highest score will
occur for the shallowest aquifer present. Areas without an underlying aquifer are given a
minimum Vulnerability Score of 2 as per the Director’s Rules. The vulnerability scoring
for each aquifer is shown on Figure 31 to Figure 34.
Figure 31 illustrates the vulnerability scoring for the deepest aquifers within the study
area. The deepest aquifers occur within Layer 7 of all three numerical groundwater flow
models and correspond to the Amabel Fm. within the CVC and the Scarborough Fm.
within the TRCA and CLOCA. The highest vulnerability scores for these aquifers occur
where they are overlain by thin sediments corresponding to along deep river valleys
above and near the edge of the Niagara Escarpment within the CVC and south the Lake
Iroquois shoreline within the TRCA and CLOCA. A similar pattern occurs for aquifers
contained within model layer 5 representing Lower Sediments (CVC) and the Thorncliffe
aquifer complex (TRCA and CLOCA; Figure 32). The highest vulnerability areas for
layer 3 Oak Ridges Moraine/Mackinaw Interstadial deposits (or equivalent) occur where
these deposits outcrop at surface or have a thin cap of till (Figure 33). Layer 1 high
vulnerability areas include stratified drift (moraines) within the CVC and thicker (>2m)
areas of lacustrine sand and gravel within the TRCA and CLOCA (Figure 34).
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Figure 25: CVSPA high vulnerability areas and cross section location.

Figure 26: CVSPA HVA cross section. Cross section location shown on Figure 25.
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Figure 27: TRSPA HVA and cross section location.

Figure 28: TRCA HVA cross section. Cross section location shown on Figure 27.
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Figure 29: CLOSPA HVA and cross section location.

Figure 30: CLOSPA HVA cross section. Cross section location shown on Figure 29.
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Figure 31: Layer 7 - Amabel (CVC) and Scarborough Aquifer complex (TRCA and
CLOCA) vulnerability scores.

Figure 32: Layer 5 - Thorncliffe Aquifer complex (or equivalent) vulnerability scores.
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Figure 33: Layer 3 - Oak Ridges Moraine-Mackinaw Interstadial aquifer (or equivalent)
vulnerability scores.

Figure 34: Layer 1 - Areas of surficial coarser grained stratified drift (CVC) and sandy
lacustrine sediments (TRCA and CLOCA) greater than 2m thick.
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The aquifer vulnerability mapping presented in this document (utilizing the AVI method)
represents a first attempt at a consistent interpretation for the study area, and is heavily
dependent on the interpreted subsurface geology. Table 2 lists a number of steps (1014) that should be utilized to check any aquifer vulnerability mapping against other
sources of information and/or estimation. Vulnerability mapping should also always be
tested with chemistry data from municipal supply and monitoring wells. In other words,
any aquifer vulnerability mapping should always be tested with all information regarding
what is known about the flow system. The following sections analyse or test the current
vulnerability mapping to other observations regarding the flow system within the study
area. Any future updated or refined mapping should also be subject to similar testing.
3.3.1 Test 1 – Surficial Geology Mapping
One test of the aquifer vulnerability mapping is to compare the areas of sand and gravel
from surficial geology mapping to those areas mapped as highly vulnerable aquifers.
The presence of sand and gravel at surface may represent areas where aquifers outcrop
at surface and would be most vulnerable to surface sources of contamination. The
comparison for the CTC is shown on Figure 35. For the most part the areas delineated
as highly vulnerable conform to areas mapped as coarser geologic materials (sand and
gravel). Surficial sand and gravel areas not estimated as highly vulnerable are where
these deposits are interpreted in the current geological model to be less than 2m thick.

Figure 35: Highly Vulnerable Aquifer areas and surficial sand and gravel (hatched) from
OGS (2003).
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3.3.2 Test 2 - Historical Contamination Issues
The analysis and delineation of aquifer vulnerability includes many assumptions. A key
assumption is that all potential aquitard materials (silt, clay, till) provide some protection
to underlying aquifers. It also relies on existing mapping and water well descriptions of
potential aquitard material being valid. In reality, aquitards are not always homogeneous
in hydraulic properties or protective capability. Aquitard integrity as a protective layer
can be compromised by various features and processes such as fractures, sand bodies,
geochemical dissolution and erosion (Cherry et al., 2006).
Some insight regarding aquifer vulnerability can be obtained by looking at historical
contamination issues that have occurred within the study area. It is acknowledged that
wells can become contaminated for reasons other than geologic deposit integrity, for
example improper seals surrounding well casing can allow contaminants to rapidly travel
to well screens along the annulus.
Historically residents within the study area have obtained their water supply from a
number of sources including wells, streams, and lakes. Streams and lakes were also
used as areas to dump human waste. In the 1800s, the lack of adequate waste water
and drinking water treatment led to many problems with diseases such as cholera and
typhoid in populated areas along the Lake Ontario shoreline. The adoption of public
health and treatment facilities utilizing water obtained from Lake Ontario had largely
eradicated this disease problem by 1915. The Region of Peel’s web site contains an
interesting history of the cholera epidemic that spread throughout the study area during
the mid-1800s (www.region.peel.on.ca/pw/waterstory/history_water.htm). The presence
of this early contamination problem highlights the high vulnerability of the shallow
sediments and aquifers along the Lake Ontario shoreline within the study area. Much of
this area is delineated as highly vulnerable in the current aquifer vulnerability mapping
(Figure 18).
Springs along Black Creek were the original source of water supply in Acton but became
contaminated with tannery wastes and were replaced by rock wells in the 1950s (4th Line
and Davidson wells). This contamination was found in the Amabel Formation southeast
of Acton with expected flow to be towards Black Creek, discharging to the creek or to
sediments infilling the buried bedrock valley. The last well installed (Quaternary
sediment bedrock valley fill) was the Prospect Park well in 1973 (International Water
Consultants Ltd., 1977). This area near Prospect Park is mapped as coarse grained
sediments. The Acton area is currently mapped in the highly vulnerable aquifer
category.
The Orangeville area is largely mapped as sand and gravel deposits. Till deposits
locally underlie the sand and sometimes outcrop at surface. These deposits in turn
overlie the Amabel bedrock aquifer. Many of the Orangeville municipal wells are
classified as GUDI (Groundwater Under the influence of Direct Infiltration), or GUDI with
effective in-situ infiltration, and contain elevated or rising levels of nitrates and chlorides
(CVC, 2007). Orangeville PW#4 (MOE WWR# 1700841) was drilled in 1965 and is 45
m deep. This well occurs within an area mapped as having surficial till deposits along
with sand and silt. TCE was first detected in this well in 1992 under the Ontario drinking
water quality surveillance program (DWSP). Between 1992 and 2001 the TCE levels
were always below the drinking water criteria maximum allowable concentration which at
the time was 50 ug/L. Orangeville PW4 was taken out of service in 2001 (personal
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communication, Jack Tupling, Town of Orangeville). The Canadian maximum allowable
concentration for TCE in drinking water has subsequently been lowered to 5 ug/L in
2004. Similarly, the Ontario Drinking Water Standard (Reg 169/03 as amended) for
TCE has been set to 5 ug/L. The current aquifer vulnerability mapping does not have
Orangeville PW4 situated within an area estimated to have high vulnerability. In this
area the thickness of till overlying bedrock is estimated to be 5 to 9 m thick which
according to the AVI methodology utilized is assumed to provide some degree of
protection to the underlying aquifer. This suggests a number of possibilities including
that the till is fractured and allows more rapid migration of contaminants, although the
time frame of contamination is unknown (<5, 5-25, >25 years). It should be noted that
other municipal pumping and monitoring wells do not exhibit TCE contamination. It is
also unknown whether well construction contributed to the migration of contaminants
with depth. It should also be noted that TCE is a non-aqueous phase liquid that is
denser than water that tends to migrate in the dissolved phase and also migrate in the
pure phase under the influence of gravity even if against the direction of predominant
groundwater flow.
Municipal Well #5 in Erin was taken off-line in 1992 because of TCE contamination
(www.erin.ca/Departments/Water/). This well was 37.8 m deep and was drilled into rock.
The unconsolidated sediments situated above rock were cased to a depth of 9.8 m. The
Erin-Hillsburgh areas is mapped as either till or sand and gravel over till which overly the
Amabel aquifer where the municipal supply was obtained. The municipal supply wells in
Erin (off-line #5 and current #7 and #8) occur along the edge of areas mapped as highly
vulnerable. Much of this vulnerability is attributed to the presence of coarse sediments
overlying bedrock. As shown on Figure 31, the Amabel aquifer in this area is only
estimated to be highly vulnerable along the river valleys where the aquifer is closer to
surface. The presence of upward hydraulic gradients in the vicinity of Erin also lowers
the vulnerability of the Amabel aquifer in this area.
Ballantrae is a community situated just north of the study area that obtained a water
supply largely from private wells screened within the Oak Ridges Moraine aquifer
complex that outcrops at the ground surface. Many of the private wells experienced
elevated levels of sodium and chloride (road salt) as well as nitrate and bacteria (septic
waste) (UMA Engineering Ltd., 1986). A communal well supply, operated by York
Region, has since been provided. This experience supports the inclusion of areas
where the Oak Ridges Moraine aquifer complex outcrop should be classified as being
highly vulnerable.
The Stouffville area contains municipal wells within the Oak Ridges Aquifer complex
underlying a layer of Halton Till. Chemical testing associated with wellfield operation has
identified the presence of surface introduced contaminants (mainly road salt) within well
waters (International Water Supply, Ltd., 1983). A similar situation occurred in King City
where leaking septic waste was migrating through the Halton Till into the underlying Oak
Ridges Moraine aquifer complex. Elevated levels of E.coli bacteria were also found in
the nearby East Humber River. The York Durham Sewer System has since been
extended (2009) to King City to remove septic waste from the area
(http://www.york.ca/York,+Durham+Sewer+System+Front+Page.htm). The municipal
water supply is obtained from wells screened in a deep aquifer (Thorncliffe aquifer
complex). This suggests that while Type 2 settings with an aquitard overlying an aquifer
may be thought to have relatively medium vulnerability, contaminants may migrate
through the till aquitard to eventually reach the underlying aquifer. This vertical
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migration of contaminants may however be slower than in the Type 1 setting (high
vulnerability).
3.3.3 Test 3 - Municipal Well Chloride Concentrations
While numerous chemical parameters could be utilized to assist in the determination of
relative vulnerability within an aquifer, only chloride is discussed here as the data are
readily available. Chloride is a conservative ion in groundwater environments in that it
largely does not react in the subsurface and can therefore be considered to move with
the prevailing groundwater flow velocity and direction. It is also widely used for road
salting applications so therefore has a widespread source application. It should be
noted that elevated natural chloride concentrations may occur within bedrock,
particularly shale units.
Chloride concentrations measured within municipal wells are presented in Appendix D.
Table 1 provides a summary of municipal wells within the study area with elevated or
increasing chloride concentrations. This table also notes whether the well is classified
as GUDI (Groundwater Under the Direct Influence of surface water). While many factors
contribute to the concentration seen at a well including proximity to roads which may be
sources from road salt application and the fact that well pumping locally disturbs natural
hydraulic gradients, the concentrations presented can be seen as a rough indicator of
well, and ultimately, aquifer vulnerability. It is acknowledged that contaminants can also
migrate along anthropogenic preferential pathways (e.g. leaking seal around casing
annulus) that have nothing to do with the properties of the surrounding geologic
materials.
All of the municipal wells with data, except Orangeville #7 and #8C, in the Type 1
hydraulic setting exhibit elevated, and often increasing, chloride concentrations. Many of
the municipal wells situated in the Type 2 setting also contain elevated, and often
increasing, chloride concentrations. None of the Type 3 settings with available chloride
data exhibit elevated chloride concentrations in raw water obtained from a municipal
well. There are currently no municipal wells situated in Type 4 settings (rock aquifers
overlain by rock aquitards) within the study area.
Figure 36 shows the locations of municipal wells within the study area and also whether
the well is classified as GUDI and/or illustrating elevated or increasing chloride
concentrations. The areas of estimated high aquifer vulnerability are also shown on this
figure. Most of the municipal wells classified as GUDI and/or exhibiting elevated or
increasing chloride concentrations occur in areas that are mapped as high aquifer
vulnerability.
The Erin and Hillsburgh municipal wells plot in areas designated as highly vulnerable yet
are not designated as GUDI nor do they have elevated chloride concentrations. These
wells occur within the Layer 7 Amabel aquifer. Aquifer vulnerability in this area is only
classified as high in the immediate vicinity of the river valley where the bedrock is very
close to surface. The municipal wells are situated just outside of the high zone. This
illustrates an important point about the vulnerability map presented in Figure 18. This
map is intended as a general guide to groundwater vulnerability to be used on a regional
basis. When looking at local areas, the vulnerability of the aquifer in the which the wells
are installed should be consulted.
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3.3.4 Test 4 – PGMN Chemistry
The Provincial Groundwater Monitoring Network (PGMN) operated by the MOE and
partner Conservation Authorities measure water levels and chemistry at numerous
locations largely situated away from municipal pumping centres. Data from this network
can also be used to test the regional aquifer vulnerability mapping. The locations of
PGMN wells within the study area and whether the wells exhibit increasing or elevated
chloride concentrations are shown on Figure 36. All of the wells interpreted to have
elevated chlorides plot in or along the edge of areas mapped as having high aquifer
vulnerability. It should be noted that some of the wells plot within areas of high
vulnerability yet do not exhibit elevated chlorides. Again, in these situations one would
need to consult the vulnerability designation for the aquifer that the wells is installed in.
It should also be noted that some of the monitors situated in sands of the Oak Ridges
Moraine aquifer complex do not exhibit increasing chloride concentrations. These wells
are situated remote from roads or other sources of contamination.

Figure 36: Municipal wells classified as GUDI and/or having elevated chloride
concentrations. PGMN well locations and those with elevated chloride are also shown.

3.3.5 Relative Aquifer Vulnerability
The most vulnerable aquifer settings situated within the study area occur where sand
and gravel deposits occur at or near the ground surface. Municipal supply wells that are
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situated in this setting all exhibit rising chloride levels, indicative of anthropogenic
influence from contaminants introduced at the ground surface. This conclusion is
consistent with other studies that have recently been conducted within the study area.
For example, in the CVC Tier 2 water budget work, AquaResource Inc. (2008b) state “In
many areas, overburden overlying the Amabel Formation is thin making the aquifer
susceptible to surficial sources of contamination.” Further on page 22, “Similarly, the
Orangeville Moraine, and Paris Moraine (with its associated meltwater deposits) above
the Escarpment also act as productive overburden aquifers for private well users,
however the unconfined nature of the sands and gravels leaves them susceptible to
surficial contamination.”
The type 2 vulnerability setting includes shallow aquifers with an overlying thickness of
aquitard material including silt, clay or till. Many municipal wells in this setting exhibit
rising chloride levels indicating contamination introduced at the ground surface is
migrating within the subsurface to well intakes. Historical issues (e.g. King City) also
suggest that in areas mapped as till overlying an aquifer that contaminants can still
migrate to depth and reach the underlying aquifer. While these areas have been
suggested to contain relatively moderate susceptibility to contamination, it should be
kept in mind that aquitards within the study area (and elsewhere) do not provide
absolute protection. This conclusion is supported by others who have worked in the
study area. The following quote emanates from work related to groundwater supplies
within Halton Region:
“Halton Till overlying aquifer settings are considered to be relatively less vulnerable
however contaminants often do reach the underlying aquifers, they are just retarded by
the till. For example, at Georgetown the bedrock valley aquifer systems are overlain by
surficial Halton Till. All of the Georgetown municipal wells have increasing
concentrations of sodium and chloride suggesting that surficial contamination can
migrate through the till to the underlying aquifers” (Holysh, 1997).
Care should be taken when studying and utilizing groundwater vulnerability mapping.
Areas mapped as moderate to low vulnerability do not suggest that they are fully
protected, only that potential contaminants may take longer to reach aquifers at depth.
Further discussion regarding aquifer vulnerability within part of the study area can be
found within Howard and Beck (1986), Gerber and Howard (1996; 2002) and Gerber et
al. (2001).
3.3.6 Uncertainty
Life is uncertain, and our knowledge of the subsurface more so. In a book on
groundwater vulnerability assessment (National Research Council, 1993), the following
two laws are proposed governing groundwater vulnerability,
“All ground water is vulnerable”
“Uncertainty is inherent in all vulnerability assessments”.
Further information and guidance along the same theme is provided in Vrba and
Zoporozec (1994).
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There are a number of components of this aquifer vulnerability analysis that inherently
have considerable uncertainty. One of the largest areas of uncertainty relates to the
variable quality of the input information, particularly as it relates to geological
descriptions within the database. Some areas have reliable geologic information in the
subsurface and some areas simply do not. Lower quality geologic information (e.g.
MOE water well records) has been used to interpret areas between higher quality
information (e.g. cored boreholes logged by a professional geologist). Uncertainty is
reduced by continual refinement of the three-dimensional geologic interpretation as more
information is collected.
The AVI method utilized relies on hydraulic conductivity estimates contained within the
numerical groundwater flow models which have been used for WHPA delineation and
vulnerability, and for Tier 1 and Tier 2 water budget analyses. While suitable numerical
groundwater flow model calibration has been achieved by successively refining recharge
and hydraulic conductivity estimates within these steady state models, the preferred
calibrated scenario is probably not unique. Again, uncertainty can be reduced by
incorporating further aquifer testing results into the continued refinement of the
numerical model calibration as these data become available.
The AVI method reclassifies hydraulic conductivity information into a K-factor which
represents relative hydraulic behavior of the subsurface materials. Sand is assumed to
offer less aquifer protection than silt, which is in turn considered to offer less aquifer
protection than clay and till. This index method is a relative comparison of aquifer
protection and does not provide estimates of contaminant travel times. In reality, till
deposits which are assumed to offer some degree of aquifer protection in this index
method, are often fractured or contain other secondary permeability structures that can
enhance the hydraulic conductivity of the unit. These secondary permeability features
may allow rapid migration of contaminants to underlying aquifers. Fracture delineation
and quantification is difficult at best. Even the vulnerability assessment within the
WHPAs utilizing particle traces does not specifically incorporate the possible effects of
discrete fracture and/or till sand seam contaminant transport. This is known to occur in
the study area as described earlier where certain hydraulic settings with till overlying an
aquifer have historical contamination problems (e.g. King City). This places an
emphasis on always testing the vulnerability mapping results with water quality data from
monitoring networks.
The AVI method relates an aquifer vulnerability score to a Vulnerability Score
representing high, medium and low vulnerability. None of this is measurable. While the
above discussion regarding uncertainty may sound grim, the results of the AVI analysis
do provide results that make sense when assessing relative vulnerability. As mentioned
above, uncertainty is reduced by continual refinement of the input information (geology
and hydraulic conductivity) as more information is received. Uncertainty is reduced and
greater confidence in the mapping is achieved as the results of this regional mapping are
compared to vulnerability mapping within WHPAs, comparison to GUDI studies,
comparison to monitoring data (groundwater quality), and comparison to other geologic
and hydrogeologic information as it becomes available. This continual testing process
will lead to continual refinement and improvement in the input data and interpretation
which will in turn reduce the uncertainty in the mapping.
While the level of uncertainty cannot be quantified, an attempt to qualify the uncertainty
is included in Table 4. The Provincial SWP Guidance Modules (OMOE, 2006) suggests
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some general factors where it would be reasonable to expect a low uncertainty rating.
These factors include:
o
o
o
o

Areas where data density is high or the quality of the data is high;
Areas where previous hydrogeological studies have been completed to confirm
the regional scale mapping;
Areas where independent evidence exists that supports the vulnerability
assessment; and
Areas where calibrated numerical flow models exist and subsequent verification
studies.

The study area is subject to all of the above factors which leads to many of the low
uncertainty ratings included in Table 4. The high uncertainty ratings for (2) in Table 4
relate to the inability of any model to accurately reflect the potential for contaminant
transport along fractures and other secondary permeability features when the
delineation of such features on a local and regional scale is difficult at best. This places
an emphasis on monitoring groundwater quality over the long term (e.g. municipal sentry
wells). Also for the study area the level of uncertainty is reduced by checking the
vulnerability mapping versus other sources of knowledge regarding the flow system. It
should be remembered that the aquifer vulnerability mapping presented in this document
represents a regional treatment and that site specific information takes precedence over
this regional assessment. The SWP program also incorporates a continuous
improvement process as part of future planning cycles to upgrade mapping and
assessments as more information and knowledge is gained. This increase in knowledge
often occurs by incorporating the results of site specific investigations.
Table 4: Uncertainty characterization.
HVA Uncertainty - Characterized as "High" or "Low"
CVC
(1) The distribution, variability, quality and
low
relevance of data used in the preparation of the
assessment report.
(2) The ability of the methods and models used to
accurately reflect the flow processes in the
high
hydrological system.
(3) The quality assurance and quality control
low
procedures applied.
(4) The extent and level of calibration and
low
validation achieved for models used or calculations
or general assessments completed.
(5) The accuracy to which the groundwater
vulnerability categories effectively assess the
low
relative vulnerability of the underlying
hydrogeological features.
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4.0 SUMMARY
This document has described the estimation of Highly Vulnerable Aquifers within the
CTC SWP Region. Regional aquifer vulnerability indices have been estimated utilizing
the AVI methodology. These index values have been transformed into Vulnerability
Scores where High Vulnerability areas are given a score of six, Moderate Vulnerability
areas are given a score of four and Low Vulnerability areas are given a Vulnerability
Score of two. These Vulnerability Scores will be used in the Threats and Issues
component of the Assessment Report where Risk is estimated for any threats and
issues that exist within vulnerable areas.
The AVI methodology has been described earlier in Chapter 3, and was preceded by a
general description of aquifer vulnerability within the CTC SWP Region and a brief
presentation on existing vulnerability mapping utilizing the ISI method. The AVI method
utilized interpreted hydrostratigraphic layers (aquifers and aquitards) and hydraulic
conductivity estimates from three-dimensional numerical groundwater flow models.
These models have been used for other components of the Assessment Report
including Tier 1 and Tier 2 water budget assessments, as well as delineation of WHPAs
and municipal well vulnerability within WHPAs.
Uncertainty exists with the methodology as it does for any assessment involving
subsurface architecture and associated hydraulic and chemical processes. The main
source of uncertainty relates to the variable quality of the existing database. The
understanding of the subsurface increases as new information is incorporated. This new
information may lead to refinement of the interpreted subsurface behavior of water, or
conceptual model, which will in turn affect assessments based on this conceptual model.
It is expected that the vulnerability mapping presented here will be continually tested
with new information as it becomes available and will also be tested against the
conclusions of other hydrogeologic studies as they are prepared. The potential
complexity of contaminant transport through the subsurface makes prediction difficult at
best. This places great emphasis on monitoring networks that allow for measurement of
various chemical and tracer concentrations over time. It is vital that the estimates of
aquifer vulnerability presented here be consistent with the results obtained from the
monitoring network.
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APPENDIX A: MUNICIPAL SUPPLY WELL DETAILS
MOE#

Well

Date

Easting Northing Ground
(masl)

Borehole Bottom
(masl)

(m)

Screen Interval
top
bottom top
(masl)
(masl)
(m)

aquifer1 aquifer2

aq3

note

bottom
(m)

Halton Region
Cedarvale Well 1A
2801683 Cedarvale Well 3
2801684 Cedarvale Well 4
2801684 Cedarvale Well 4A
2803109 Princess Ann Well 5
2805126 Princess Ann Well 6
2807758 Lindsay Court Well
6700624 4th Line Well A - Acton
2800870 Davidson Well 1 - Acton
2800869 Davidson Well 2 - Acton
2804557 Prospect Park Well - Acton
Town of Erin (Wellington County)
6707287 Erin Well 5
6708662 Erin Well 7
104319 Erin Well 8
6703149 Hillsburgh Well H2 (Hillsburgh Hts)
6700742 Hillsburgh Well H3
Town of Orangeville (Dufferin County)
Orangeville 2A
1700841 Orangeville 4
1701256 Orangeville 5-5A
4900911 Orangeville 6
Orangeville 7 - Passmore
Orangeville 8A
Orangeville 8B
Orangeville 8C
Orangeville 9A-9B
4907757 Orangeville 10
1700125 Orangeville 11
Orangeville 12 (Transmetro)
Orangeville 13 (Pullen)
Cardinal Woods Well 1
Cardinal Woods Well 3
Cardinal Woods 4
Coles Well 1
Coles Well 2
Island Lake Well 1
Island Lake Well 2
Observation Well 2A
Peel Region
Alton #3
Alton #4
4909908 Caledon #3
4907753 Caledon #4
4904690 Inglewood #1
4905465 Inglewood #2
4908036 Inglewood #3
Cheltenham #1
4907976 Cheltenham #2
4900038 Caledon East #1
4904257 Caledon East #2
4900042 Caledon East #3
4907507 Caledon East #4
4905970 Caledon East #5
4904317 Palgrave #1
4905013 Palgrave #2
4906859 Palgrave #3
Palgrave #4
York Region
6902458 Nobleton #2
6908538 Nobleton #3
6907094 Kleinburg #2
6921378 Kleinburg #3
6915645 King City #3
6915645 King City #4
6924458 Stouffville #1
6924459 Stouffville #2
6913511 Stouffville #3
6908212 Stouffville #5
6908211 Stouffville #6
Durham Region
1911495 Uxville #1

1960
21-Nov-67
12-Jan-68
12-Jan-68
23-Apr-69
3-Aug-71
21-Jan-91
29-Nov-56
22-Feb-57
6-Mar-57
14-Dec-73

587035
587196
587293
587293
586186
586186
584902
577038
577011
577011
576804

4833232
4832986
4833040
4833040
4833157
4833157
4833304
4835290
4833241
4833241
4830877

236.6
238.3
238.3
260.8
260.6
277.8
375.2
368.2
367.9
346.9

208.2
209.4
209.4
226.0
229.2
246.4
321.6
354.1
353.9
323.1

28.3
29.0
29.0
34.7
31.4
31.4
53.6
14.0
14.0
23.8

30-May-80
23-Jan-86
20-Dec-91
6-Nov-68
21-Mar-61

574264
573556
573466
568676
568233

4847973
4847599
4846759
4849209
4849607

398.5
400.7
408.0
435.5
438.3

360.7
357.7
362.0
398.3
408.4

37.8
43.0
46.0
37.2
29.9

1984
18-Feb-65
1-Nov-71
14-Dec-64
1986
1988
1988
1988
1989
12-May-93
13-Nov-64
1995

570126
571289
569536
571383
570508
570816
570788
570716
569718
575103
571726
570285
596335
571266
571646

4862459
4862748
4862719
4860475
4863057
4864119
4864232
4864269
4861869
4862304
4861089
4864350
4864208
4866092
4866369

576251
576251
574610
574610
570126

4864785
4864785
4865780
4865780
4862459

575070
575070
581788
576670
586055
586043
585994
587284
587284
591257
591269
591402
589439
590264
594516
594794
593997
592892

4857132
4857132
4855688
4856617
4850083
4850102
4851504
4844416
4844416
4857873
4857898
4858178
4858503
4858923
4866566
4867523
4868360
4867926

394.1
265.9
266.7
271.6

315.8
252.8
257.2
213.7

78.3
13.1
9.4
57.9

332.8
260.7
260.6
222.8

319.1
258.6
258.8
216.7

61.3
5.2
6.1
48.8

286.6
291.1
289.7
293.888
327.6
314.978
284.0
285.0
295.5
287.6

229.6
255.4
258.3
275.296
270.9
274.44
235.9
237.8
213.2
194.6

57.0
35.7
31.4
18.5928
56.7
40.5384
48.2
47.2
82.3
93.0

241.8
271.2

235.7
268.2

44.8
19.8

278.6
280.0
281.4
243.5

275.3
272.1
278.4
237.4

15.2
47.5
33.5
40.5

224.2
200.4

215.1
196.2

71.3
87.2

4861743
4862013
4856217
4855089
4865527
4865535
4870758
4870738
4871360
4872998
4872828

265.0
263.5
198.7
220.2
279.2
278.6
278.2
277.7
288.0
309.8
305.0

153.1
169.6
177.0
142.8
174.1
173.4
176.7
172.6
259.4
294.5
283.7

111.9
93.9
21.6
77.4
105.2
105.2
101.5
105.2
28.7
15.2
21.3

159.5
177.2
180.4
150.5

153.4
170.5
177.0
142.8

105.5
86.3
18.3
69.7

111.6
93.0
21.6
77.4

29-Dec-80
17-Mar-98
26-Feb-98
1-Jun-76
1-Mar-60
13-Jan-66

608010
608342
610712
608341
617212
617249
642402
642407
641889
638247
638063

182.6
183.7
181.4
267.6
303.1
291.3

174.9
179.1
176.8
264.6
297.3
283.7

96.0
94.5
96.3
20.4
6.7
13.7

103.6
99.1
100.9
23.5
12.5
21.3

24-Sep-91

641496 4875296

340.5

279.5

61.0

293.8

279.5

46.6

1978
1990
1999
1988
1984
1996
1988

15-Jan-96
15-Jan-96
8-Nov-92
30-Jan-75
8-Sep-78
23-Jun-95
30-Mar-95
15-Aug-60
16-Aug-72
3-Dec-59
19-Dec-90
16-Nov-82
21-Jul-73
29-Aug-75
9-Feb-88
27-Aug-01
19-Feb-61
8-May-68
21-Jun-60
16-Aug-90

446.2
401.1
45.1
470.3 452.655 17.6784
450.1
394.9
55.2

405.0
452.0

343.8
396.8

61.3
55.2

214.5
217.7
212.4
223.7
237.6
239.3
252.5
367.9
364.5
364.6
329.2

209.0
211.0
209.4
214.5
226.3
229.8
246.4
321.6
354.1
353.9
323.1

22.5
18.9
25.9
14.6
23.2
21.3
25.3
7.3
3.7
3.4
17.7

28.0
25.6
29.0
23.8
34.4
30.8
31.4
53.6
14.0
14.0
23.8

OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
BR
BR
BR
OB

388.8

360.7

9.8

399.5
416.0
416.7

362.0
398.3
408.4

8.5
19.5
21.6

37.8 BR
BR
46.0 BR
37.2 BR
29.9 BR

447.7
427.9
458.8
425.7
431.6
434.8
433.2
435.7
448.9
350.2
427.6
432.9
418.5
418.2
412.7

424.7
401.4
452.7
395.2
407.9
370.5
366.5
371.4
410.5
344.4
396.8
411.8
373.3
376.4
368.0

15.5
18.3
11.6
24.4
23.5
11.9
12.5
11.9
13.4
54.9
24.4
28.3

38.7
44.8
17.7
54.9
47.2
76.2
79.2
76.2
17.4
60.7
55.2
49.4

374.0
395.0
368.8

392.0
379.0
360.3

17.8
22.3
26.1
53.0
61.0
52.1
52.1

59.6
67.1
36.1
88.4
82.3
59.9
59.9

bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock

BR
BR
OB
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
OB
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
OB
OB
OB
OB
BR

meltwater channel (seds in br valley)
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
seds in br valley
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
bedrock
fine sand and silt
fine sand and silt
sand and gravel
sand and gravel
bedrock

25.3 OB
26.5 OB
OB
75.0 OB
7.3 OB
7.9 OB
54.9 OB
OB
50.9 OB
22.9 OB
OB
18.6 OB
55.5 OB
36.6 OB
46.6 OB
OB
80.5 OB
91.4 OB

meltwater channel
meltwater channel
meltwater channel
meltwater channel (seds in br valley)
seds in br valley
meltwater channel (seds in br valley)
meltwater channel (seds in br valley)
seds in br valley
seds in br valley
meltwater channel
meltwater channel
meltwater channel
TF - Granite Stones Aquifer
meltwater channel
Lower ORAC
Lower ORAC
Lower ORAC
TF
Sc
Sc
TF
Sc
TF
TF
TF
TF
ORAC
ORAC
ORAC

61.0 OB

ORAC
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Offline since 1992 due to TCE contamination.

open hole in bedrock
out of service - TCE detected

OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB

Figure A37: Summary of details for municipal supply wells within the CTC SWP Region.
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APPENDIX B: VULNERABILITY K-FACTOR TABLES
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Table B5: Generic K-Factors (from OMMAH, 2004).
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Table B6: GSC classification and K-Factors (from OMMAH, 2004).
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Table B7: Representative K-factors for various geologic materials. From SWP Guidance
Module 3 (MOE, 2006).
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APPENDIX C: CTC HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
SUMMARY
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Figure C38: Summary of the distribution of the estimated horizontal hydraulic conductivity (Kh) for the study area.
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Figure C39: Summary of the distribution of the estimated vertical hydraulic conductivity (Kv) for the study area.
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APPENDIX D: MUNICIPAL SUPPLY WELL CHLORIDE
CONCENTRATIONS
The following figures present chloride concentrations measured at municipal wells within
the study area. The Ontario Drinking Water Objectives (ODWO) criteria level for
chloride in drinking water is 250 mg/L. Chloride is considered an aesthetic, as opposed
to a health related, parameter. The ODWO for sodium is 200 mg/L and is also an
aesthetic objective; however, the local Medical Officer of Health should be notified when
the sodium concentration exceeds 20 mg/L so that this information may be
communicated to local physicians for their use with patients on sodium restricted diets
(Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 2003).
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Figure D40: Georgetown wells chloride concentrations (Figure from CVC, 2007).

Figure D41: Acton wells chloride concentrations (Figure from CVC, 2007).
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Figure D42: Erin and Hillsburgh wells chloride concentration (Figure from CVC, 2007).

Figure D43: Orangeville wells chloride concentration (Figure from CVC, 2007).
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Figure D44: Peel supply wells chloride concentration (Figure from CVC, 2007).

Figure D45: Nobleton wells chloride concentration (Figure from Genivar, 2007).
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Figure D46: Kleinburg wells chloride concentrations (Figure from Genivar, 2007).
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Figure D47: King City wells chloride concentrations (Figure from Genivar, 2007).

Figure D48: Stouffville well chloride concentrations (Figure from Genivar, 2007).
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APPENDIX E: HVA ANALYSIS DIGITAL FILE LIST
E1. CVSPA HVA Digital Files
The following files are from the CVC FeFlow model (v-Feb2008) that was used for the
CVSPA Tier 2 water budget analysis. Some of the files below were used for the CTC
HVA analysis as described in the text. All files were provided by Daron Abbey of
AquaResource Inc. All projections are UTM Zone 17 NAD83.
Hydrostratigraphic Layers (provided 14-Feb-2008; ESRI ASCII grid files; masl)
slice1_elev_TopStratDrift_ESRI.grd (ground surface)
slice2_elev_TopUpperTill_ESRI.grd
slice3_elev_TopORMEquiv_ESRI.grd
slice4_elev_TopNTillEquiv_ESRI.grd
slice5_elev_TopLowerSeds_ESRI.grd
slice6_elev_TopWeathBdrk_ESRI.grd
slice7_elev_TopAmabel-Queenston_ESRI.grd
slice8_elev-TopCabot_ESRI.grd
slice9_elev_TopManWhirl_ESRI.grd
slice10_elev_TopQueenston_ESRI.grd
slice11_elev_splitQueenston_ESRI.grd
slice12_elev_split2Queenston_ESRI.grd
slice13_elev_bottmodel_ESRI.grd
The hydrostratigraphic layers corresponding to each slice above are summarized on
Figure 6.
Potentiometric Surfaces (provided 25-Nov-2008; CSV Delimited files; masl)
Wtable2008.txt
Obwl_actual.txt
Bkwl_actual.txt
Bedrock2008.txt

- simulated water table
- observed overburden water levels
- observed bedrock water levels
- simulated bedrock water levels

Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity (provided 17-Feb-2009; shape files; also
provided in ESRI ASCII file format on 11-Mar-2009; m/s)
K_Lay1.shp
K_Lay2.shp
K_Lay3.shp
K_Lay4.shp
K_Lay5.shp
K_Lay6.shp
K_Lay7.shp
K_Lay8.shp
K_Lay9.shp
K_Lay10.shp
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- TopUpperTill
- TopORMEquiv
- TopNTillEquiv
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- Queenston1, Queenston2, Georgian Bay
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Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity (19-Nov-2009; ESRI ASCII grid files; m/s)
R87_layer01Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer02Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer03Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer04Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer05Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer06Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer07Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer08Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer09Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer10Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer11Kv_esri m_s.grd
R87_layer12Kv_esri m_s.grd
Simulated Vertical Flux (19-Nov-2009; ESRII ASCII grid files; mm/yr)
R87_layer01flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer02flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer03flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer04flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer05flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer06flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer07flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer08flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer09flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer10flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer11flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
R87_layer12flux_esri mn_yr NET.grd
HVA Output Files (ESRII ASCII grid files)
cvspa_hva_20100210_ascii.txt
(composite)
l1_aqv.txt
l3_aqv.txt
l5_aqv.txt
l7_aqv.txt

- CVCSPA final aquifer vulnerability scores
- Layer 1 aquifer vulnerability scores (2, 4 or 6)
- Layer 3 aquifer vulnerability scores
- Layer 5 aquifer vulnerability scores
- Layer 7 aquifer vulnerability scores

E2. TRSPA HVA Digital Files
The following files are from the TRCA MODFLOW West Model that was used for the
TRSPA Tier 1/2 water budget analysis. Some of the files below were used for the CTC
HVA analysis as described in the text. All files were provided by EJ Wexler of Earthfx
Inc on September 14, 2009. All files are VIEWLOG grid files UTM Zone 17 NAD83.
Geologic Surfaces (Tops; masl)
RECENT DEPOSITS.GRD
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HALTON V5 CE.GRD
ORC V5 CE.GRD
NEWMARKET V5 CE.GRD
THORNCLIFFE V5 CE.GRD
SUNNYBROOK V5 CE.GRD
SCARBOROUGH V5 CE.GRD
Bedrock V5.GRD
MODFLOW Surfaces (Tops; masl)
RECENT DEPOSITS.GRD
Adjusted Top of Layer2_2.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer3_1.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer4_2.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer5_1.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer6_1.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer7_1.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer8_1.grd
Adjusted Bottom of Layer8_1.grd
Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity (m/s)
HYCOND1.grd
HYCOND2.grd
HYCOND3_ADD_CORE_de5.grd
HYCOND4_NEWWEST.grd
HYCOND5_ADD_CORE.grd
HYCOND6_NEWWEST.grd
HYCOND7_ADD_CORE.grd
HYCOND8.grd
Observed Water Levels (masl)
Observed ORAC WLs all years.grd
Observed TAC WLs all years.grd
Observed SAC WLs all years.grd
Simulated Water Levels (masl)
WestModel-sim-heads-L1.grd
WestModel-sim-heads-L2.grd
WestModel-sim-heads-L3.grd
WestModel-sim-heads-L4.grd
WestModel-sim-heads-L5.grd
WestModel-sim-heads-L6.grd
WestModel-sim-heads-L7.grd
WestModel-sim-heads-L8.grd
Recharge (mm/yr)
RECHARGE COMBINED TRCA.grd
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MODFLOW Vertical Conductance
VC12.grd
VC23.grd
VC34 WEST NMK25.grd
VC45.grd
VC56.grd
VC67.grd
VC78_alt1.grd
MODFLOW Simulated Vertical Flux
WestModel-vert-flux-01.grd
WestModel-vert-flux-02.grd
WestModel-vert-flux-03.grd
WestModel-vert-flux-04.grd
WestModel-vert-flux-05.grd
WestModel-vert-flux-06.grd
WestModel-vert-flux-07.grd
WestModel-vert-flux-08.grd
Other VIEWLOG Files
Ibound Layer.grd
WESTMODEL.NOD

- VIEWLOG grid information file

HVA Output Files (ESRII ASCII grid files)
trspa_hva_20100209_ascii.txt
(composite)
l1_aqv.txt
l3_aqv.txt
l5_aqv.txt
l7_aqv.txt

- TRSPA final aquifer vulnerability scores
- Layer 1 aquifer vulnerability scores (2, 4 or 6)
- Layer 3 aquifer vulnerability scores
- Layer 5 aquifer vulnerability scores
- Layer 7 aquifer vulnerability scores

E3. CLOSPA HVA Digital Files
The following files are from the CLOCA MODFLOW East Model that was used for the
CLOSPA Tier 1 water budget analysis. Some of the files below were used for the CTC
HVA analysis as described in the text. All files were provided by EJ Wexler of Earthfx
Inc on September 14, 2009. All files are VIEWLOG grid files UTM Zone 17 NAD83.
Geologic Surfaces (Tops; masl)
RECENT DEPOSITS.GRD
HALTON V5.GRD
ORC V5.GRD
NEWMARKET V5.GRD
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THORNCLIFFE V5.GRD
SUNNYBROOK V5.GRD
SCARBOROUGH V5.GRD
BEDROCK V5.GRD
MODFLOW Surfaces (Tops; masl)
RECENT DEPOSITS.GRD
Adjusted Top of Layer 2_2.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer 3.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer 4_2.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer 5.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer 6.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer 7.grd
Adjusted Top of Layer 8.grd
Adjusted Bottom of Layer 8.grd
Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity (m/s)
HYCOND1.grd
HYCOND2.grd
HYCOND3.grd
HYCOND4.grd
HYCOND5.grd
HYCOND6.grd
HYCOND7.grd
HYCOND8.grd
Observed Water Levels (masl)
Waterlevel_ORM_outlierRemoved_AK.grd
Waterlevel_Thorncliffe_outlierRemoved_AK.grd
Waterlevel_SCAR_outlierRemoved_AK.grd
WL_Static_ORAC.grd
WL_Static_TAC.grd
WL_Static_SAC.grd
Simulated Water Levels (masl)
EastModel-sim-heads-L1.grd
EastModel-sim-heads-L2.grd
EastModel-sim-heads-L3.grd
EastModel-sim-heads-L4.grd
EastModel-sim-heads-L5.grd
EastModel-sim-heads-L6.grd
EastModel-sim-heads-L7.grd
EastModel-sim-heads-L8.grd
Recharge (mm/yr)
EAST RECHARGE_PRMS MERGED.grd
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MODFLOW Vertical Conductance
VC12.grd
VC23.grd
VC34.grd
VC45.grd
VC56.grd
VC67.grd
VC78.grd
MODFLOW Simulated Vertical Flux
EastModel-vert-flux-01.grd
EastModel-vert-flux-02.grd
EastModel-vert-flux-03.grd
EastModel-vert-flux-04.grd
EastModel-vert-flux-05.grd
EastModel-vert-flux-06.grd
EastModel-vert-flux-07.grd
Other VIEWLOG Files
Ibound Layer8.grd
CORE MODEL EAST V1.NOD

- VIEWLOG grid information file

HVA Output Files (ESRII ASCII grid files)
clospa_hva_20100209_ascii.txt
(composite)
l1_aqv.txt
l3_aqv.txt
l5_aqv.txt
l7_aqv.txt

May 7, 2010

- CLOSPA final aquifer vulnerability scores
- Layer 1 aquifer vulnerability scores (2, 4 or 6)
- Layer 3 aquifer vulnerability scores
- Layer 5 aquifer vulnerability scores
- Layer 7 aquifer vulnerability scores
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APPENDIX F: PEER REVIEW COMMENTS
This appendix contains:
1. The Peer Review Record table for the HVA analysis; and
2. Peer Review comments from S.S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc. dated March
8, 2010. The response to all comments is included in blue text.
3. Peer Review sign-off letter from S.S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc. dated May
3, 2010.

May 7, 2010
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Peer Review Record: HVA Analysis
Report Submitted for Peer Review: March 3, 2009
Peer Review Returned: March 8, 2009
Area covered by study: CTC Source Protection Region
Credit Valley, Toronto and Region and Central Lake Ontario Source Protection Areas
Report Title: Groundwater Quality Vulnerability Analysis: Highly Vulnerable Aquifers, February 19, 2010, Source Water Protection (SWP) CTC Region
Question
HVA‐1

Peer Review Comments (March 8, 2010)
Chris Neville, S.S. Papadopulos & Assoc., Inc.
Does the approach and mapping meet the
technical rules for the AR under the Clean Water
Act?
Yes.
However, it is not completely clear how much
“customization” has been adopted.

HVA‐2

Is the document and methodology reasonable
from a scientific perspective?
Document? Yes.
Methodology? No.
The document is well conceived and the discussion
is appropriate. However, we are not convinced that
the AVI methodology is defensible from a scientific
perspective.

May 7, 2010

Rick Gerber, CTC SPR, Response
April 23, 2010
A summary of the hydraulic conductivity
estimates within the three numerical
groundwater flow models has been
presented in Appendix C. Also included is
the classification of those data into the K‐
factors. Further text has been added in the
document (Section 3.1.3) to provide
clarification.
The AVI methodology provides a relative
comparison of vulnerability based on soil
units present above an aquifer. Granted it
does not provide potential contaminant
travel time estimates which can be checked
with monitoring data. The CTC SWP Region
partners (CA & Municipal) are monitoring
groundwater chemistry in order to estimate
potential contaminant travel times. The
Province has suggested that the AVI method
is one of the acceptable methodologies that
can be used. Having said that the CTC SPC
has not ruled out utilizing other
methodologies that might be considered
more ‘scientifically defensible’ in future
updates to the Assessment Reports. Any
updates to the mapping would probably
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Report V3: April 23, 2010
Report has been updated.

Peer Reviewer
Concurrence
May 3, 2010

The report has provided
further clarification of the
methodology employed and
further discussion relating
the vulnerability mapping to
other sources of knowledge
and data including
groundwater chemistry. The
report has also suggested
further considerations that
would need to be conducted
if a SAAT/WAAT analysis
was to be conducted in the
future.

May 3, 2010
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Area covered by study: CTC Source Protection Region
Credit Valley, Toronto and Region and Central Lake Ontario Source Protection Areas
Report Title: Groundwater Quality Vulnerability Analysis: Highly Vulnerable Aquifers, February 19, 2010, Source Water Protection (SWP) CTC Region
Question

Peer Review Comments (March 8, 2010)
Chris Neville, S.S. Papadopulos & Assoc., Inc.

HVA‐3

Would you recommend acceptance of the mapping
(Yes, No, or Yes, with conditions)?
Yes, with conditions listed on next page.
We recommend acceptance of the mapping subject
to four conditions:
1. The documentation should be reviewed to
ensure that the local customization is described
clearly.
2. That a filtering approach be considered to render
the mapped highly vulnerable areas more easily
managed.
3. That the AVI methodology eventually be
replaced by SAAT and SWAT calculations; and
4. That this peer review table be accompanied by
the more comprehensive commentary that has
been submitted separately by the peer reviewer.

May 7, 2010

Rick Gerber, CTC SPR, Response
April 23, 2010
consider conducting a SAAT or WAAT
analysis. The emphasis right now is on
completing studies within WHPAs.
1. Document updated as described
above (see Section 3.1.3).
2. Close inspection of the highly
vulnerable aquifer mapping reveals
many small patches estimated to be
highly vulnerable. Much of this
patchiness is attributed to surficial
sand and gravel sediments in Layer
1 that according to the
methodology are classified as local
aquifers. It is recommended to the
SPC that the occurrence of smaller
isolated areas be considered when
developing policies regarding the
management of highly vulnerable
aquifers. For example, any polygon
classified as highly vulnerable and
2
having an area < 1km may be
removed from the mapping or
joined with other local isolated
polygons.
3. The SPC has not ruled out
conducting SAAT/WAAT analyses
over the regional area during future
planning cycles.
4. The more extensive commentary
(and this table) are included in
Appendix F of the HVA report (v3:
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1.

2.

4.

Document updated
as described above
(see Section 3.1.3).
Statement in
previous column
included in report
at the end of
Section 3.1.3 (page
26).
The more extensive
commentary (and
this table) are
included in
Appendix F of the
HVA report (v3:
April 23, 2010. The
extensive
commentary is
accompanied by
response text to
describe how report
was edited for
version 3 (v3).

Peer Reviewer
Concurrence

May 3, 2010
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Area covered by study: CTC Source Protection Region
Credit Valley, Toronto and Region and Central Lake Ontario Source Protection Areas
Report Title: Groundwater Quality Vulnerability Analysis: Highly Vulnerable Aquifers, February 19, 2010, Source Water Protection (SWP) CTC Region
Question

HVA‐4

Peer Review Comments (March 8, 2010)
Chris Neville, S.S. Papadopulos & Assoc., Inc.

Is the assessment of uncertainty reasonable?
Yes, no and yes.
Yes: The overall guidance regarding the
assessment of uncertainty is appropriate.
No: The implication if constructed preferential
pathways are not examined.
Yes: The elements of the assessment of the
reliability of the vulnerability mapping are in place.

May 7, 2010

Rick Gerber, CTC SPR, Response
April 23, 2010
April 23, 2010. The extensive
commentary is accompanied by
response text to describe how
report was edited for version 3 (v3).
Within the CTC SWP Region, there have been
numerous studies conducted by different
consultants that utilize various
methodologies to address anthropogenic
pathways. The CTC SPC is committed to
figuring out a methodology to deal with
these potential anthropogenic pathways
both effectively and consistently (in WHPAs
and over the regional area as conducted
within the HVA mapping exercise). It is
expected that this methodology will be
applied to updates of the Assessment Report
in future planning cycles. The first drafts of
the Assessment Reports are being
completed during the first half of 2010.
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Report updated to state that
fact that the CTC SPC is
committed to figuring out a
methodology to deal with
potential anthropogenic
pathways both effectively
and consistently (in WHPAs
and over the regional area as
conducted within the HVA
mapping exercise). It is
expected that this
methodology will be applied
to updates of the
Assessment Report in future
planning cycles.

Peer Reviewer
Concurrence

May 3, 2010
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The following includes the detailed comments from S.S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc.
(black italics) dated March 8, 2010 and the CTC SWP Region response in blue text.
Our overall impression is that the report is excellent. It is clear that a significant effort
has been devoted to its preparation. The report is clear and concise and is full of
insights. We note in particular that the report contains thoughtful appraisals of water
quality data. These appraisals provide important insights into the intrinsic vulnerabilities
of the study area. We expect the report to be a useful resource. Our one quibble with
respect to the report format is the low resolution of most of the figures. We recommend
that electronic versions of the figures be made available for examination. These figures
should be vector rather than raster-based, so that interested readers may zoom in on
features of local interest.
Separate *.png files of the figures are being provided with version 3 (23-april-2010) of
the report.
In our peer review summary table, we expressed mixed opinions on the document,
methodology, and uncertainty. Although we recognize that the methodology adopted in
the HVA analyses is consistent with the MOE guidance, we are not enthusiastic about
the AVI method. In the following comments we express some of reservations regarding
the AVI method, from a scientific perspective. We are puzzled that the information to
support a more defensible approach is already available.
Numerical groundwater flow models exist for all three SPAs within the study area –
FEFLOW in CVSPA and MODFLOW in both TRSPA and CLOSPA. The emphasis of
recent efforts has been to use the models to complete WHPA delineation and associated
estimates of groundwater vulnerability necessary for the first version of the Assessment
Reports being completed in the first half of 2010. As mentioned in the Peer Review
matrix, the CTC SPC will consider the utilization of other methods to estimate regional
groundwater vulnerability should this be deemed necessary. Updated or refined
versions of regional HVA mapping would be included in subsequent versions of the
Assessment Reports. Text has been included in Section 3.1.4 to outline other
considerations that would be necessary to conduct different approaches (SAAT/WAAT)
to estimate regional aquifer vulnerability further utilizing the numerical groundwater flow
models.
Major Comments
1. Page 20: The “testing” of the qualitatitive assessement of the intrinsic vulnerability is
superb. In our opinion this is the strongest element of the report, and the first time
we have seen such a section in a vulnerability assessment. To strengthen this
section we suggest that it be conceived as a follow-up to the AVI calculations and
mapping instead of as an introduction to it. In this way, the observations may be
regarded as “ground-truthing.” Towards this end, we also suggest that the listing of
wells with the indication of observed elevated chloride concentrations be
consolidated in the present Section 3.1.1.2, rather than being split with Section 3.1.1.
We have prepared a table to assist us in our own review of the chloride
concentration histories plotted in Figures B31 through B38 and their correlation with
the hydrostratrigraphic setting (Types 1, 2 and 3). The table on the next page
provides a compelling impression that that the interpretations of the
hydrostratigraphic setting are appropriate.
May 7, 2010
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The chloride discussion has been consolidated into Section 3.3 and moved to follow the
discussion of the AVI calculations.(Section 3.1). A table (Table 1), similar to that
suggested, has been added to the report listing the wells by hydraulic setting and noting
whether the wells are classified as GUDI and also noting whether the wells have
elevated or increasing chloride concentrations.
2. Page 24: It is indicated clearly, and correctly, that the mapping of aquifer vulnerability
is intended to reflect the relative times required for contaminants to reach aquifers at
depth. However, in this study the AVI approach is adopted, which is at best an
indirect approach towards assessing relative travel times. Our key objection to the
AVI approach is that it does not appear to adequately represent differences in travel
times. For example, referring to Table C2 [currently labelled Table C4], a silty clay is
assigned a K-factor of 6, and a gravelly sand is assigned a K-factor of 1. This means
that for the same hydraulic gradient, 6 m of gravel will offer the same degree of
protection as 1 m of clay. We submit that the travel time across a clay will be
orders-of-magnitude larger than the travel time across a gravel of the same
thickness.
Agreed. In order to try to avoid this situation within the study area, any aquifer that
outcrops is assumed highly vulnerable. The unsaturated part of the aquifer above the
water table is assumed to provide zero protection to the aquifer.
The AVI methodology adopted for the CTC study is laid out clearly on Table 1. The
procedure appears to be relatively complicated, and requires expert judgement. We
are left wondering whether the method is somehow simpler to apply/simpler to
interpret/simpler to defend than SAAT and WAAT calculations. It is indicated on
Page 31 that the SAAT and WAAT methodologies were not adopted “due to budget
and time constraints.” We are puzzled, since comprehensive regional groundwater
flow models exist for the study area that at first glance should be well-suited to
supporting more rigorous travel time calculations.
As mentioned previously, the CTC SPC may decide to utlize other methods to estimate
regional aquifer vulnerability in subsequent versions of the Assessment Report. The
SAAT and WAAT analyses utilizing the existing three-dimensional numerical
groundwater flow models are not without considerations and assumptions, some of
which are included in Section 3.1.4 of this report (v3: 23-April-2010).
It is indicated on Page 37 that the results of the AVI method are heavily dependent
on the interpreted subsurface geology. In our opinion, it is preferable to constrain the
assessment of vulnerability with estimates of the vertical Darcy flux, which in the
study area are in turn constrained by relatively detailed estimates of the recharge
rates that are calibrated to observed streamflow records.
Agreed. Vertical flux estimates from all three numerical models have been provided and
are available for analysis. These may be subject to the same limitations in the exsiting
calibration for the lower CVC area as was encountered in the AVI methology in areas
mapped as surficial Halton Till (see Table 2). Simulated vertical fluxes and numerical
flow modelling with particle tracking may be utilized for future versions of regional aquifer
vulnerability mapping. Although the existing numerical models incorporate detailed
estimates of recharge rates that are calibrated to observed streamflow records, many
areas of all three models suffer from the lack of reliable observed water level data on a
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regional basis. While the regional flux calibration may be good, the local area may have
a poorer calibration to both observed flux and hydraulic head.
3. Page 30: We are not sure how much “customization” has been incorporated in the
AVI calculations for the present study. Are the K-factors listed on Table 2 developed
specifically for this study, or are they consistent with the OMOE (2006) guidance?
Our understanding from the OMOE guidance (here reproduced as Table C3
[currently labelled C5] is that the K-factor is approximately equal to the negative of
the base-10 logarithm of the hydraulic conductivity (in m/s). Examining the values on
Table 2 it is clear that our understanding is not correct in this case. The relation
between the K-factor and hydraulic conductivity adopted for this study is plotted
below. Are the values listed on Table 2 adopted based on specific findings for the
study area?
The report text (Section 3.1.3) has been updated to include further description of the
translation of the study area hydraulic conductivity (K) estimates to K-factors. The
translation has been modified somewhat to reflect study area K estimates, and the text
now includes a description of the modifications. It should be noted that the Provincial
tables (see Table B7 in report) are quite vague in areas of high hydraulic conductivity (K
> 1x10-6 m/s) and low K-factor values. A summary of the hydraulic conductivity
estimates for the study area and the translation to K-factors is included in Appendix C.
4. Page 32: It is clear from the maps shown in Figures 18 and 19, and from our
understanding of the prevalence of deep linear infrastructure features, that there are
abundant constructed pathways in the study area. We concur that it would be an
enormous undertaking to somehow incorporate these features in the assessment.
We also recognize that it is impossible to characterize these features accurately.
However, the treatment of constructed preferential pathways in the present study
seems unsatisfying; these features are neglected altogether. Is there a better way to
deal with these features? For example, would it be appropriate to apply a blanket
increase to the vulnerability scores over the study area?
As mentioned previously in the Peer Review matrix and also in new text within this report
the CTC SPC has directed staff to develop a methodology to deal with anthropogenic
pathways effectively and consistently in both WHPAs and over the regional area.
Currently many different groups have conducted WHPA delineation and associated
vulnerability within the study area utilizing different methodologies to attempt to deal with
the effects of anthropogenic pathways. Consistency of treatment is sought for future
versions of the Assessment Reports. Composite mapping of infrastructure including
sewers/water mains/etc. is currently not complete for the entire CTC SWP Region.
5. Page 37: It is indicated that the vulnerability mapping should always be tested with
chemistry data from municipal supply, municipal monitoring and PGMN monitoring
wells. This is precisely what is started in Section 3 of the report. However, it is not
carried through. In our opinion, tying the assessment of chloride concentration data
to the results of the AVI calculations, or any SAAT or WAAT calculations for that
matter, would provide an important assessment of the reliability of the results of the
vulnerability assessment. The first question that should be asked when assessing
uncertainty is an assessment o the reliability of the results. The key question is, “Are
the vulnerability assessments consistent with everything else we know about the
study area?”
May 7, 2010
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This version of the report includes a description of the AVI mapping compared to
municipal well and PGMN well chloride concentrations. The text (Section 3.3) also
includes a comparison of the mapping to other observations from the study area
including surficial geology mapping and historical contamination issues. The regional
HVA mapping has not currently been compared to WHPA vulnerability estimates as
these latter studies are not yet complete for the study area. When this comparison is
made it should be remembered that the regional HVA mapping is vulnerabiltiy of aquifers
whereas the WHPA vulnerability is relative to municipal wells.
Detailed comments
1. Page 10: It is indicated that the two major landforms in the study area are the
Niagara Escarpment and the Oak Ridges Moraine. However, the text that follows
immediately it is indicated that the high point in the study area is the Orangeville
Moraine. The Orangeville Moraine is not indicated in Figure 3. Is the Orangeville
Moraine part of the Oak Ridges Moraine, or does it overlie the Niagara Escarpment?
Is the Orangeville Moraine the “ORM Equivalent” indicated in the legend of Figure 6?
The text was changed to reflect that the high point is the Orangeville Moraine which
occurs above the Niagara Escarpment. The different moraines have been labelled on
Figure 3.
2. Page 10: We recommend that one or more general source be cited for the
background information.
For example, where has it been estimated that
evpotranspiration accounts for over 50% of the total annual precipitation?
Reference has been added in the text to Brown et al., 1980 and Phillips and McCulloch,
1972.
3. Page 10: Is it true that the three-dimensional hydrostratigraphic interpretations have
been synchonized as new information has been obtained? Has any attempt been
made to develop a consensus regarding the orientation and extent of buried
channels between the Credit River watershed and the watersheds in the Toronto and
Region Conservation Authority?
The hydrostratigraphic interpretations within each of the models (FEFLOW and
MODFLOW) has been refined over time as new information becomes available.
Synchronization, or perhaps more accurately comparison, between the CVC and
TRCA/CLOCA interpretations has only been conducted as part of Peel WHPA studies.
To date the various models have not been fully synchronized. Perhaps this could be
looked at as part of the YPDT-CAMC Oak Ridges Moraine Hydrogeology Program.
4. Page 14: What does the “Top” in the left-hand side of Figure 6 designate? What
does MIS refer to in Layer 3?
“Top” removed from Figure 6. “MIS” explained on Figure 6.
5. Page 14: To establish the link between the rocks above and below the Niagara
Escarpment we suggest that the weathered and unweathered bedrock in the TRSPA
and CLOSPA be indentified as belonging to the Queenston Formation.
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The Queenston and Georgian Bay Formations have been added to Figure 6 for the
TRSPA and CLOSPA.
6. Page 15: It would be helpful to indicate in Figure 9 what the corresponding aquifers
are above the Niagara Escarpment. Are we supposed to be able to relate the unit
names on the left-hand side of Figure 6 to the layers shown above the Niagara
Escarpment in Figure 9 and in Figure 24?
Figure 9 has been replaced. Now all names match those listed on Figure 6
7. Page 15: Does the West Cross Section shown in Figure 7 match the Section
Location shown in the inset in Figure 9?
The West Cross Section location on Figure 7 has been fixed to match the location of the
new cross section included as Figure 9.
8. Page 16: The text refers to “associated meltwater deposits above the escarpment.”
We understand that these deposits are associated with the Oak Ridges Moraine
complex. How are they associated? Were the materials deposited at the same
time? Do the deposits occupy the same position in the hydrostratigraphic column?
The text has been edited to include the term ‘coeval’.
9. Page 20: It is indicated that the Halton Till confines the “pinching ORAC”. What does
this mean? Does it refer to areas where the ORAC terminates?
The term ‘pinching ORAC’ has been removed.
10. Page 21: It is indicated that the installation of wells within the Type 4
hydrostratigraphic setting #4 are possible in the future. In our opinion this is unlikely,
unless water supplies are developed further west where the most transmissive
intervals of the Amabel Formation (Gasport Formation) may be located at depth.
Agreed. This possibility was left open here given that reinterpretation of the area is
being conducted by the Ontario Geological Survey.
11. Page 22: It is indicated that a reference should be sought for the closing of
Orangeville PW4. We recommend that a reference also be sought for the
abandoning of the Acton springs.
References have been provided for both.
12. Page 23-24: Are the water quality data from the Provincial Groundwater Monitoring
Network readily accessible? The data for only the CLOSPA are discussed in the
report. Can similar generalized assessments be developed for the TRSPA and
CVSPA?
Discussion regarding the TRSPA and CVSPA PGMN water quality data are now
available and have been included in Section 3.3.
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We have noted only a few instances where the text should be corrected.
1. The word “irregardless” is used in a few places.
“regardless”.

It should be replaced by

2. Page 13: The reference to Earthfx Inc. (2006) is missing.
3. Page 22: The word “gleamed” should read “gleaned”.
4. Page29: The reference to “CLOCO” should read “CLOCA”.
5. Page 32: The last sentence of the first paragraph is garbled and a few words seem
to be missing. Our impression is that there are in fact two sentences. The first
sentence may read, An analysis utilizing groundwater flow models would estimate
contaminant travel times from the ground surface to the aquifer (SAAT), or more
conservatively, from the water table to the aquifer (WAAT). The second sentence
may read, A travel time of 0 to 5 years would represent High Vulnerability
(Vulnerability Score = 6),……
6. Page 32: In the next-to-last sentence in the third paragraph of Section 3.3, “know”
should read “known.”
All editorial suggestions have been incorporated into this version of the document.
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